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Abstract
In the present study, the author studied the thermophysical properties of
alkaline earth perovskite oxide materials and alkaline earth and yttrium
oxide materials on bulk, and the fabrication and characterization of Ti0 2 and
ZrO z films grown by MOCVD.

The purpose of this study is the development

of new materials and the modification of oxides for applications required low
thermal

conductivity,

such

thermoelectric (TE) conversion.

as

thermal

barrier

coating

(TBC)

and

In the chapter 2, thermophysical properties

of alkaline earth perovskite type oxides and alkaline earth and yttrium oxide
materials on bulk were systematically evaluated.

The thermophysical

properties were dependent on the relation of the crystal symmetry.

The

thermal conductivity of evaluated samples in this study is slightly higher
than the thermal conductivity of YSZ, around 2 Wm-1Kl. It is necessary to
decrease it more to apply it as a new substitute for thermal barrier coating
material, a replacement of YSZ.

However SrHf03, SrY204, and BaY20 4

have a potential to be utilized as TBC materials because they have high
temperature stability and enough large thermal expansion coefficient.

The

author tried to offer the material design of low thermal conductivity
materials.

However, innovative TBCs require the overall performance,

such as low thermal conductivity

«2

Wm-1 K l), high thermal expansion

coefficient conductivity (>9xlO-6 K l), a stable phase, chemical resistance, a
low sintering rate, and high fracture toughness.

In the chapter 3, the

relationship between the microstructure and the thermal conductivity of the
Ti02 and Zr02 films with different morphologies prepared by MOCVD was
texture films,

and

substrate-free film of Ti02 with anatase structures were obtained.

The

studied.

The dense texture films,

feather-like

granule texture films and cauliflower-shaped texture films of Zr02 were
obtained.

A quantitative analysis of the amount of oxygen and amount of

car bon impurities in the Ti02 and Zr02 films were performed using RBS and
NRA measurements.

The amounts of oxygen were comparable among the

samples.

However, the amounts of carbon impurities differed slightly: the

films deposited at 660 Pa contain high carbon impurities.

The amounts of

oxygen and carbon impurities are closely related to the deposition condition
of the films.

The dense-textured Ti02 films exhibited slightly lower thermal

conductivity than that of bulk Ti02; this was a result of the low relative
density of the Ti02 films.

The feather-like textured Ti02 films exhibited

extremely low thermal conductivity -- below 0.5 Wm-'K ' -- which is probably
due to th e grain boundaries oriented perpendicular to the heat flow direction.
Both th e granule texture Zr02 film and cauliflower-sh aped texture Zr02 film
showed low thermal conductivity, approximately 0.4 Wm-'K' and 0.6
Wm' lK' at room temperature.

There are more grain boundaries in the

granule t exture film compared with the cauliflower-shaped texture film.
The author has succeeded in realizing the thermal conductivity tuning in the
fil ms by controlling the microstructure.

The results obtained in the present

study apply to both TBe

and TE designs for the development of

high-performance materials.

The systematic interests of the property

would offer possibilities for applications of its properties in different
branches of new en gin eering.
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In this chapter, the author outlines the developmental status of advance
energy, and the systems of thermal barrier coating and thermoelectric
conversion as applications in the present research from the view point of the
reduction of environmental burdens.

1.1. Introduction

Since the Industrial Revolution started in Britain in the 18th century,
the human race has continued to consume a large amount of energy in
comparison with the preindustrial time, thus rapidly improving the cultural
level.

Particularly, modes of transportation of products, telecommunication

access methods, and so on have been greatly developed by utilizing an
enormous amount of energy generated with fossil fuels, such as oil and coal.
The improvement of the cultural level for this period is truly revolutionary
compared with the cultural level until then.
exaggeration.

This fact is not an

However, at the same time as this revolutionary cultural

improvement, the exhaustion of the energy source had started a fatal
problem for the human race.

In recent years, the amount of the fossil fuel

production is close to being in balance.

However, the time needed for living

things to be converted to energy is not equal to the time it takes humans to
use up that energy.

Under this situation, slightly extending the number of

years for fossil fuel mining is not a fundamental solution for the "Longevity"
of human beings.

Humans rely heavily on the fossil fuels that lead to

carbon dioxide (C02) emissions.

Reduction of fossil fuel usage would also

lower the cultural level-an act modern society would find difficult.
Therefore, humans can not part with this high level of culture once tasted.
With the exhaustion of fossil fuels near, humans have been
researching the energy source issue.

A variety of alternative energy sources

to replace fossil fuels has been proposed.

Nitrogenous substances and CO 2

are not generated to take out energy when using clean energy, such as solar
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energy and wind power [1 ,2] .

However, it would be necessary to cover 10%

of the Earth's surface with solar panels to supply the entire world's
electricity with only solar power.

Moreover, destruction of the surrounding

environment due to these panels is unavoidable.

Of course, these forms of

alternative energy do not exhaust environmental pollutants, such as
nitrogenous substances, sulfur compounds, et cetera as when energy is taken
out of fossil fuel.

However, other forms of clean energy also have faults.

For example, wind power stations generate noise.

In addition, it is difficult

to completely replace fossil fuels with energy substitutes like clean en ergy.
Another new energy source is nuclear energy, created by focusing the
energy of a nuclear fission reaction using the neutron [3].

Energy plants

using this nuclear fission reaction are compact because this reaction has a
very high output energy density.
clean energy.

This energy density is no comparison with

Moreover, the energy can be taken out continuously using a

neutron source in the nuclear reactor because the nuclear fission r eactions
are chain reactions.

The fuel also has a possibility to ensure a stable energy

s upply for a long period of time by changing 238U, which accounts for 99.3% of
the natural uranium, into 239pu in the fast breeder reactor (FBR) [4].
Nuclear power is useful for putting the energy problem on hold for a while.
However, atomic energy is enough to cause a shattering impact when an
accident occurs.

In the event of an accident, such as the explosion and core

meltdown of the nuclear reactor as typified by Chernobyl, radioactive
pollution spreads not only to the plant's surroundings, but also over a vast
range.

The person who handles this energy source needs not only advanced

knowledge but also ethics, as it can be applied to the production of military
arms t echnology, namely a nuclear weapon.

In addition, technical problem s,

such as the disposal of high-level radioactive waste from the nuclear reactor,
still remain.
The use of a large amount of hydrogen, including light hydrogen (H),
deuterium (D) and tritium (T) , which existed on Earth as other n ew energy
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sources, has already been researched.

The attempt to acqUlre energy by

nuclear fusion reactions with hydrogen has been done for many years [5,6] .
Some methods of taking out energy caused by nuclear fusions, such as a
magnetic field confinement method, an inertia confinement method, et
cetera, have been proposed.

At the present time, it is difficult to continue

nuclear fusion reactions without energy input from outside.

At the moment,

the International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER) has been
designed and will be built in the near future [7].

However, it will take a

long time to achieve the self-ignition condition and to take out energy
efficiently.
These situations indicate that there is no ultimate solution for an
alternative energy source to fossil fuels.

Therefore we have to use burning

energy from fossil fu els and fission energy from nuclear fuels right now.
For the enhancement of energy efficiency, a combustion temperature of fossil
fuels must be achieved to increase this temperature, and high burn-up
nuclear fuel must be used for the reduction of spent nuclear fuel.

1.2. Application field
The enhancement of energy efficiency is one of the methods for C02
emission control and energy conservation.

By around 1990, the 1300 DC

class gas turbine had been developed [8].

A gas turbine of 1500-1700 DC

class is being designed for an achievement of thermal efficiency of 55-60 %.
Thermal barrier coatings (TBCs) are widely used to protect hot sections of
aircraft and land-based turbines by reducing the temperature of metal
substrates [9] . Partially yttria (Y203) stabilized zirconia (Zr02) has been
used as TBC materials due to its high linear thermal expansion coefficient

(9.2 x 10'6 Kl at 1273 K) as well as its low thermal conductivity (2.0 Wm1Kl
at 1273 K).

However, Y203 stabilized Zr0 2 (YSZ) has a limited temperature

capability due to accelerated sintering and phase transformations at high
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temperature [10].

As a result, a world-wide effort has been undertaken to

identify new candidates for TEC applications [n,12].
The development of new efficient energy conversion methods is also
needed for C02 emission control and energy conservation_

Thermoelectric

(TE) conversion has the potential to be an efficient form of energy conversion
[13,14].

Thermal

double-conversion.

energy

IS

changed

to

electric

energy

with

First, thermal energy of superheated steam generated

by a nuclear reaction or burning fossil fuel is changed to mechanical energy
of rotational movement using a turbine.

Next, electricity generators

convert the mechanical energy into electrical energy.

On the other hand,

TE conversion electrical generation can convert thermal energy into electric
energy directly.

TE materials whose properties are high Seebeck coefficient,

high electric conductivity and low thermal conductivity, have an advantage
of high efficiency direct energy conversion [15] . If humans can discover
such a sought-after material, the future environment will shift dramatically.

1.3. Thermal barrier coating materials
One of the focal points of this study
ceramic TEC materials.

IS

the development of new

TECs are widely used as protection shields

against high temperature for the structural components of stationary and
aerospace

gas

turbines.

The

merit

of using

ceramic

TECs

IS

well-recognized as a potential to increase operation temperatures of engines,
due to the reduction of cooling requirements.

The operation temperature

increase brings significant improvements in thermal efficiency, performance,
and reliability.

The TEC system typically consists of a metallic oxidation

protection layer and an insulative ceramic topcoat.

The topcoat films are

used to protect hot sections by reducing the temperature of metal
substrates.

Their continued development is essential for improving the

efficiency and performance of gas turbines by allowing the inlet gas
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temperature to be increased further.

Currently two processes, electron

beam physical vapor deposition (EE-PVD) and atmosphere plasma spraying
CApS), are widely used to produce the topcoat of the TEC system.
Plasma-sprayed zirconia-based ceramics are one of the most important
coating materials because of their low thermal conductivity and unique
microstructure as a result of the plasma spraying process.

TECs of YSZ

are widely used for the state-of-the-art topcoat material for aircraft and
land-based turbines [16,17].
temperature capability.

However this standard material has a limited

At an application temperature higher than 1473 K,

which is envisaged for further improvement of the efficiency of the gas
turbine, the YSZ undergoes two detrimental changes.

Significant

sintering leads to microstructural changes and hence, a reduction of the
strain tolerance in combination with an increase of Young's modulus [IS].
Higher stress, which leads to the shortening of a life under thermal cyclic
loading, will originate in the coating.

The second change is a phase change

of the non-transformable t'-phase, which is present in the as-sprayed YSZ
coating.

At elevated temperatures, the t'-prime which transforms into a

tetragonal phase will further transform from the monoclinic phases.

The

transformation is accompanied by a volume change and a high risk for
damage to the coating [19].

As a consequence, a considerable reduction of

the thermal cycling life is observed.

These disadvantageous properties of

YSZ at high temperatures prompted an intense effort to identify new
candidates for a TEe application in the past [11 ,12,20-24].

In general,

TEe materials have to fulfill most of the following requirements, such as a
stable phase, low thermal conductivity «2 Wm'IKI) , high thermal
expansion coefficient (>9xl0- 6 KI) , chemical resistance, low sintering rate
and high fracture toughness.

Detailed overviews on the development of

new systems are also available [25-27].

Among the interesting candidates

for TEes, those materials with pyrochlore structure and high melting
temperature
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investigations show excellent physical properties of pyrochlore type
materials, i.e., thermal conductivity lower than YSZ and high thermal
stability [11,28] .

However, the thermal expansion coefficient is typically

lower (9-10 x 10- 6 Kl) than that of YSZ (10-11 x 10-6 Kl), which leads to
higher thermal stress in the TBe system as both substrate and bond coat
have higher thermal expansion coefficients (about 15 x 10-6 Kl).

In

addition, relatively low toughness values are observed in pyrochlore type
materials [29] , as toughening effects are not expected as observed in YSZ
[30] .

As a result, the thermal cycling properties are worse than YSZ

coating.

This problem is relevant for most of the new TBe materials, as

the need for thermal stability seems to contradict the ability of
transformation toughening.
of layered topcoats.

The way to overcome this problem is the use

The failure of TBe systems often occurs within the

TBe close to the bondcoat/topcoat interface [31] . At this location, YSZ is
used as a TBe material within a relatively high thermal expansion
coefficient and high toughness.

The YSZ layer is then coated with the new

TBe material (e.g. LazZr20 7), which is able to withstand the typically
higher temperatures at this location.

In several publications, the effort

was reported on La2Zr 2 0 7IYSZ double-layer systems that this concept really
works [32].

Recently, other groups have been also presented results of

double layers prepared by EB-PVD [33] .

Before now, the processes of trial

and error in the development of the TBe system have been studied.
However there are only few ultimate solutions.
may be a fundamental solution.

Seeking new TBe material

Thus, the author paid particular

attention to alkaline earth perovskite type oxides and alkaline earth and
yttrium oxides for the development of TBe in the present study.
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1.4. Thermoelectric conversion materials
In recent years , energy conversion materials attract attention from
the viewpoint of effective energy use. The system using TE materials has
great advantages . Not only does it utilize the TE property of the materials
itself, but it also has high reliability requiring no frequent maintenance.
Also, there is no noise and no waste production. These advantages could be
demonstrated especially in a small on-site energy conversion system.

With

TE materials, waste heat would be utilized and electricity would be
generated.

The efficiency of the energy conversion is evaluated with a TE

figure of merit Z.

It is defined as
S ' (y

z=-

(Ll)

K

where S, a and

K

are the Seebeck coefficient, electrical conductivity, and

thermal conductivity, respectively.

In addition, S 2a (equal to S2/p, where p

is electrical resistivity) is often called the power factor.

The product of

absolute temperature and figure of merit, ZT (dimensionless figure of merit)
[34] is often applied to estimate the performance of thermoelectric materials.

According to the definition, a large Seebeck coefficient, high electrical
conductivity and a smaller value of thermal conductivity are essential for a
material with a higher figure of merit. This means high performance TE
materials.

However, the correlation between these parameters, especially

the tradeoff relationship between the Seebeck coefficient and electrical
conductivity, makes the correlation difficult to enlarge the power factor.
Therefore the maximization of the figure of merit is difficult for this reason.
The ZT value of the materials used in the current devices is about 1.

The

materials, BizTe3, PbTe et cetera, are state-of-the-art TE conversion
materials.

However tellurium (Te) is not only scarce as a resource, but also

unstable at high temperatures . Moreover, it has toxicity. Therefore it was
not used as a commercial use.

In addition, stable materials at high

temperatures and harmless TE conversion materials are needed.
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oxide materials have attracted attention as an environmentally-friendly type
of material from the viewpoint of safety and cheapness.

In recent days,

although comparatively highly efficient materials, such as NaC0201,
Ca2C0205 or doped SrTi03, and thin films of SrTio.sNbo.203, are being
developed [35-39], systematic research of physical property have been in
need.

If systematic research on bulk and film is found to be sufficient for

performance, it can be used for business purposes.

1.5. Objectives
The purpose of this study is the development of new materials and
the modification of oxides for applications required low thermal conductivity,
such as TBC and TE.

The strontium (Sr) and barium (Ba) series perovskite

type oxide materials have the potential to be attractive functional materials
because they have various unique properties in spite of their relatively
simple crystal structure.

However the detail analyses of the physical

(thermal, mechanical, magnetic, et cetera) properties of the alkaline earth
perovskites and alkaline earth and yttrium oxides have not been reported.
The systematic interests of the property offer possibilities for applications of
its properties in different branches of new engineering.

To achieve the

above-mentioned purpose, the author has systematically studied the
thermophysical properties, such as thermal, mechanical and electrical
properties, of alkaline earth series perovskite type oxides, and alkaline earth
and yttrium oxides with X-ray diffraction (XRD), Raman spectrum,
ultrasonic pulue-echo, Vickers hardness, thermal conductivity, and electrical
conductivity measurements.

Particularly, the thermal expansion coefficient,

melting temperature, thermal conductivity, heat capacity, elastic moduli,
Debye temperature,

Vickers

hardness,

electric conductivity,

Seebeck

coefficient, have been measured, and the relationships between the
properties wer e studied.

The author then tried to offer the material design
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of low thermal conductivity materials using published proposal [40,41].
Film materials have recently received significant attentions as key
material technology for their adaptability to the environment, their
functionality, and the development of energy material.

Ceramic coatings

are widely used for various technological applications.

In addition, the

evaluation of thermal conductivity films is needed in various engineering
areas, such as TBCs and TE.

In the TBC applications, a low thermal

conductivity will provide greater insulation and permit higher turbine
operating temperatures and thermal efficiency.

In the TE applications, a

reduction of thermal conductivity can increase the conversion effect.
Therefore, the reduction of the thermal conductivity has been attempted in
order to increase the reliability and performance of the materials.

In this

research, the relationship between microstructure and thermal conductivity
of the film fabricated by metal-organic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD)
[42] was evaluated.

CVD coatings involve the chemical reactions of gaseous

reactants on or near the vicinity of a heated substrate surface [43].

This

atomistic deposition method can provide highly pure material with
structural control at atomic or nanometric scale level.

Moreover, it can

produce single layer, multilayer, composite, nanostructured, and functionally
graded coating materials with well controlled dimensions and unique
structures at low processing temperatures.
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In this chapter,

the author describes the thermophysical

property

measurements of Sr and Ba series perovskite type oxides and alkaline earth
and yttrium oxide materials on bulk,

In addition, the author focuses on the

materials for TBe and TE applications,

The relationships between the

properties, viz, thermal expansion coefficient, melting temperature, thermal
conductivity, heat capacity, elastic moduli, Debye temperature, Vickers
hardness, electrical conductivity and the Seebeck coefficient of the materials
were studied,

2,1. Introduction
At present day, the development of high burn-up uranium-plutonium
mixed oxide (MOX) fuels is currently underway with a view toward effective
use of energy and improvement of economical efficiency [1,2].

For example,

the reduction of the spent fuel emissions can lead to loss of a burden for
nuclear fuel cycles.

It also helps to further reduce power costs.

Therefore,

successful promotion of the high burn-up MOX fuel has been widely needed.
Safety and reliability will also consequently be achieved.

The thermal

conductivity of nuclear fuels is significantly important for the evaluation of
the safety of the fuel.

In irradiated fuel, the number of fission products,

which affect the physico-chemical properties of the fuel, is increased.

In

MOX fuel, some fission products, such as zirconium and rare earth elements,
are dissolved in the matrix phase during irradiation.

There are two types of

precipitated fission products: metallic compounds and ceramic phases.
metallic compound phases are Mo-Ru-Pd-Rh compounds.

The

The ceramic

phases are perovskite type structure of (Ba,Sr)(U,Pu,Zr,RE,Mo)03 [3-9] .
The systematic knowledge of the physico-chemical properties of all the
phases in the fuel is important to know each property about the composition
element.
The perovskite type oxides and related materials have the potential
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to be attractive functional materials, such as TE Energy Conversion [10],
TBC [11], Solid Oxide Fuel Cell (SOFC) [12] and catalysis applications [13]
because they have various unique properties in spite of their relatively
simple crystal structure.

For example, strontium titanate (SrTi03) is a

typical perovskite dielectric material with a wide range of technological
applications.

Its

special

properties,

such

as

ferroelectricity

[14] ,

semiconductivity [15], superconductivity [16], catalytic activity [17], and
thermoelectricity [IS], have been reported extensively.

It is known that

there are a lot of possible combinations of the constituent elements.

In

addition, perovskite related materials, such as LSCO (La2'xSrxCU04), have
been a focus of a lot of attention in the past ten years in the
high-temperature sup erconductivity (HTSC) research area [19].

Thus, the

perovskite related materials are also interesting for applications.

However

the detail analyses of physical (mechanical, thermal, magnetic, transport,
etc.) property on the bulk materials have scarcely been reported until now.
The systematic interests, such as material dependence of themophysical
properties, have possibilities to be applications of their properties in different
branches of new engineering.

Therefore the author focused on the

perovskite type oxides with a wide range of tolerance factors and alkaline
earth and yttrium oxide materials for a development of new candidates.
For TBC and TE applications, the reduction of thermal conductivity has been
attempted in order to increase the reliability and performance of the
materials.

2.1.1. Alkaline earth perovskites
Perovskite type oxide is one of the basic mineral ores, which
mineralogist Earl Perovski discovered in the old Russia empire in the 19th
century.

He found that the composition of the oxide was CaTi03.

At the

beginning of the 20th century, BaTi0 3 was compounded as a strong dielectric
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material.

Recent studies have proven that the oxides exhibit a number of

noteworthy physical properties.

Perovskite-type oxides are significantly

attractive as functional inorganic materials, having a strong dielectric
[20,21], energy-conversional functionality [22-24], superconductivity [25-27],

electronic and ionic conductivity [28], and catalyst functionality [17] , etc.
In general, the perovskite-type oxide could be described in terms of
ABX3, where A and B represent metal cations and X represents doubly
ionized oxygen anion.
the X anion.

The radius of A cation is almost the same as that of

The B cation has the coordinate number of 6, i.e. the

octahedron in which the six corners are occupied by an X anion each (See in
Fig. 2. 1).

Ordinarily, "p.,:' cation site is occupied by alkali, alkali earth and

rare earth metals, while the cation settlement on B site depends on the
valence states of both A and X ions. Considering the neat combination of the
valency of each ions, the chemical formulae of A+B5+0 3 , A2+B4+0S and
A3+B3+0 3 can be easily accepted.
oxides,

In addition, the complex perovskite-type

such as A2+(B'4+0 .5 B"4+0 .5)03 and A2+(B'2+1/3B"5+ 2/S )03 are now

well-recognized.

This may imply a lot of possible combinations of the

constituent elements.

Among the well-known perovskite systems, AB03,

which has geophysical importance in industrial applications, exhibits some
extent of distortion from the high symmetry cubic structure.

One of the

most commonly adopted perovskite structures is the orthorhombic and
tetragonal where the degree of distortion is characterized by the tilting of the
B06 octahedra.

The phenomenological and semi-empirical models of

structural distortions gained more and more interest over the past decades.
The pioneering study by Goldschmidt [29] was based on the tolerance factor
defined in terms of the ionic radium, and it was suitable to establish limits of
stability for the perovskite structure.

More sophisticated methods followed,

which include, for example, the classification of perovskites based on their
adopted octahedral tilting, proposed by Glazer [30,31] . The next generation
of models consists of semi-empirical relaxation methods by Woodward [32]
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and the group theoretical analysis by Howard and Stokes [33].

•

A2+

ions

B4+

ions

0 2 - ions

Fig_ 2.1 Perovskite type structure

SrHfOs and BaHf03 which have a high melting temperature, have
been well-known for a long time [34,35]. Recently, Kennedy et al. [36]
investigated the high temperature phase transitions using powder neutron
diffraction of SrHf03.

SrRu03 has an interesting magnetic system [37,38]

and one of highly conductive metallic oxides [39] . Therefore, it can be used
for electrodes and junctions in microelectronic devices.

Up to now, many

studies have been done on the thin films of SrRu03 [40-42] at low
temperatures.

The SrMo03 compound shows interesting properties, such

as metallic conductance and Pauli paramagnetic properties [43] . The low
electric resistivity [44] make it an attractive material for electrodes.

The

electrical and optical studies have been presented in other papers [45-48] .
Bal-xSrxMoO~

solid solutions might be thermoelectric materials.

It was

discovered that barium stannate has interesting applications in materials
technology due to its dielectric properties.

Stannates have received most

attention in recent years as compounds of ceramic dielectric bodies [49] with
complex compositions, Alkaline-earth stannates (ASn03, where A=Ca, Sr,
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Ba).

And some of their applications are thermally stable capacitors,

humidity sensors, gas sensors, et cetera. Barium stannate, BaSn03, is a
cubic perovskite-like compound that behaves as a pure n-type semiconductor
with a band gap of 3.4 eV [50,51) and is stable at high temperatures up to
over 1273 K [52,53) .

Thus, the perovskite-related materials are also

interesting for every application.

However the detail analyses of physical

(mechanical, thermal, magnetic, transport, et cetera) property on the bulk
materials have scarcely been reported until now.

The systematic interests

have possibilities to be applications of their properties in different branches
of new engineering.

2.1.2. Alkaline earth and Yttrium oxides

Some research has been undertaken on perovskite and pyrochlore
oxides as possible candidates for new TBC materials [54,55).

The author

focused on Ba and Sr series yttrium oxide materials, such as SrY20 " BaY2 04
and Ba3Y409 as the new TBC candidate materials.

SrYzO, is a typical inter

oxide in the Y203- SrO pseudo-binary system [56).

The crystal structure of

SrY204 is orthorhombic with the space group Pnam [57-59) as shown in Fig.
2.2. Although the crystal structure, high temperature stability and optical

properties of SrY z0 4 have already been reported [57-63), the thermal and
mechanical properties are scarcely reported.

In addition, the physical

properties of BaY2 0 4 have also been scarcely reported.

Only the crystal

structure [64-66) and phase relations [67,68) have been reported.

In the

present study, polycrystalline sintered samples of SrY20" BaY204 and the
related

material Ba3Y409

(See

Fig.

thermophysical properties were studied.

2.3) were prepared

and their

The aim of the present study is to

perform a systematical investigation on the physical properties of Sr and Ba
series alkaline earth and yttrium oxide materials, such as SrY2 04, BaY204
and Ba3Y4 09, to compare the results.
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Sr, Ba
y

o

Fig. 2.2 crystal structure of SrY204 and BaY204

: Ba

:y

o
5

•

•

Fig. 2.3 crystal structure of Ba3Y409
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2.2. Experimental procedures
2.2.1. Sample preparation
Sr and Ba series perovskite-type oxides and alkaline earth and
yttrium oxide materials were synthesized by a solid-state reaction.
instance, the single phase powder samples of

SrFeO~,

For

SrRu03, SrHf03,

BaSn03 and BaHf0 3 were prepared by mixing the appropriate amounts of
starting powdered materials, such as SrCO s (Aldrich Chemical, 99.9+%),
BaC03 (Wako, 99.9%), Fez0 3 (Furuuchi Chemical, 99.99%), Ru02 (Rare
Metallic, 99 .9%) , SnO (Furuuchi Chemical, 99.9%) and Hf02 (Furuuchi
Chemical,

99.9%) followed by a reaction in air.

To prepare the

stoichiometric compounds in the mole ratio of 1:1, the starting materials
were weighed, mixed and homogenized by hand mixing in mortars.

Mter

homogenization, the mixed oxides were pressed into a form of discs with a
die and two punches.

The pellets were heated in an electric furnac e at each

temperature for several hours and several times, enough to ensure the
completion of the reactions.
The other polycrystalline samples of Sr]·xBa x Mo0 3, such as , SrMo03,
SBMI

(Sro 75 Bao.2 5Mo03),

SBM2

(Sro.5Bao.5MoO s)

and

(Sro 25 Bao 75Mo03), and SrV03 were synthesized in a different way.

SBM3
The

polycrystalline samples of SrV03· o were prepared by a solid-state reaction
using SrC0 3 (Wako, 99.9%) and V20.1 (Wako, 99+%) or V205 (Nacalai Tesque,
99%) powders as the starting materials.

The two types of starting

ingredients were mixed stoichiometrically with the molar ratio of SrN for
the mixtures being kept constant at 111, irrespective of the type of the
starting materials.

The mixtures pressed uni-axially at 200 MPa into a

pellet of 25 mm in the diameter were calcined at 1073 K for 10 h in air.
calcined products were crushed with an agate mortar.
repeated.

The

The process was

The mixture of SrC03 and V20 5 wad heated up to 873 K for 10 h

in air before the calcinations at 1073 K because of the low melting
temperature of V205 (963 K).
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vanadate was then heated up to the maximum temperature, 1573 K, with a
subsequent holding time of 12 h, under a 4% H 2 -Ar atmosphere.
process was repeated until the reaction was complete.

The

The stoichiometric

quantities of SrMo0 4 (Furuuchi Chemical, 99.9%) and BaMo0 4 (Furuuchi
Chemical, 99.9%) were used as raw materials to prepare single phase powder
samples of Ba>-xSr x Mo04 with a heat treatment at 1073 K in air.
Ba' -xSrxMo0 3 [44,69]

was

obtained

by

the

hydrogen

reduction

of

Ba]-xSrxMoO, powder samples under 4% H 2-Ar atmosphere at 1523 K.
After making the single-phase perovskite powder, the polycrystalline
SrHf0 3 sample was sintered at 1873 K for 10 h in air.

On the other hand,

the other obtained perovskite powders were placed into a 20 mm-diameter
graphite die and given a spark plasma sintering (SPS; Sumitomo Coal
Mining, Dr Sinter SPS-1020 or Dr Sinter Lab. SPS-515S apparatus) at each
temperature for each time under inert atmosphere, shown in Table 2.1 . The
temperature was measured by an optical pyrometer focused on the graphite
die.

During heating, the pressure of 50 MPa was applied to the sample.

The heating rate was 300 K min- ] from room temperature to 873 K, and 100
K min- ] from 873 K to each temperature.

For measurements of

thermophysical and mechanical properties, appropriate shapes of the
samples were cut from the sintered pellets.
For sample preparations of SrY20 4, BaYz0 4 and Ba3Y40 9, appropriate
amounts of SrC0 3 (Aldrich Chemical, 99.9+%), BaC0 3 (Wako, 99.9%) and
Y 20 3 (Furuuchi Chemical, 99.99%) powders were mixed and calcined at 1273
K for 10 h in air.

Ba 3Y 40 9 powder was r eh eated at 1773 K for 10 h in air.

The calcined intermediates were crushed into powders and these processes
wer e repeated a gain.

After that, the obtained powders wer e fractionated

using a fin e sieve (200-mesh).

The screened powders underwent SPS (Dr

Sinter Lab. SPS-515S) at 1773 K, 1273 K and 1173 K measured by means of
an optical pyromet er focused on the graphite die under a nitr ogen
atmosphere for SrY204, in a vacuum «10 Pal for BaY20 4 and in air for
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Ba 3Y40 9 respectively.

During the heating, the pressure of 30 MPa was

applied to the sample.

The heating rate was set to be 100 Kmin· 1 from room

temperature to 873 K, and 50 Kmin· 1 from 873 K to each maximum
temperature.

Finally, the sintered samples were annealed in an electric

furnace at 1273 K for SrY 204 and BaY204, and at 1773 K for Ba3Y 409 in air.

Table 2.1 Sample preparation conditions
sample

Starting materials

Reaction

Reaction

Sintering

Sintering

Sintering

temperature

atmosphere

temperature

time

atmosphere

SrVOs

SreDa + VllOIi

1073 + 1573 K

air + reduction

1573 K

I m(SPS)

Ax

SrFeOa

SreDa + FellOs

1073 K

air

1273K

I m(SPS)

Ax

SrMoOs

SrMo04

1523 K

reduction

1573 K

o m(SPS)

SreDa + Ru02.

823 + 1273 K

air

1673 K

o m(SPS)

SrHfO.

SreDs + Hf02

1273 K

air

1873 K

IOh

air

BSMI·3

BaMoO, + SrMo0 4

1073 + 1523 K

air + reduction

1573 K

o m(SPS)

Ax

BaeO. + SnO

1473 K

air

1623 K

o m(SPS)

Ax

BaCOs + HfOll

1273 K

air

1773 K

o m(SPS)

Ax

1773 K

3 m(SPS)

N,

BaHfOa

BaGDs + Y20a

1273 K

air

1273 K

o m(SPS)

vacuum

BaCOs + Y20S

1773 K

air

1773 K

o m(SPS)

air

Identification of the obtained materials was performed.

The samples

were characterized by a scannmg electron microscopy (SEM; Hitachi,
S-2600H) equipped with an energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDX;
Horiba, EX-200).

In order to determine the chemical composition on the

surface of the samples, the SEM- EDX analysis was performed.

The oxygen

analysis was performed using Horiba EMGA-550 to identify the oxygen
concentration of the samples.

With this apparatus, the sample's powder

was heated with metal in the carbon crucible and dissolved in a metallic (Ni
and Sn) liquid matrix.

Then, the carbon monoxide (CO) produced by oxygen

in the sample reacted with carbon and was measured by non-dispersive
infrared spectroscopy (NDIR).
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sample was determined.

The crystal structure was identified by XRD

(Rigaku, RINT2000) analysis using Cu-Ka radiation at room temperature.
Fabrication of the single-phase material was determined.

2.2.2 . Crystallographic properties
To identify the crystal structure and determine the lattice
parameters and the density by geometrical measurement of all the samples ,
powder XRD analysis was performed at room temperature.
parameter was evaluated from the XRD pattern.

The lattice

The bulk density of the
The high

samples was determined by the geometric measurement.

temperature powder XRD (HT-XRD) analysis was performed from room
temperature to about 1273 K in a helium flow to study the phase transition
and the thermal expansion behavior. The average linear thermal expansion
coefficient was calculated in the each temperature range.

Raman

spectroscopy measurement in air at room temperature was performed using
a laser Raman spectroscopy (NR-llOO) supplied by JASCO.

This system

has a photoelectron multiplier as a detecting element and a double
monochromator spectrometer with a bandwidth of 0.15 cm-].

The light

source used was an argon ion laser at an excitation frequency of 514.5 nm
and a power of 25-100 m W.

Since the power of the laser influenced the heat

excitation of the sample, the conditions of the measurements changed with
each sample.

The details of the conditions of the Raman spectrum

measurements are shown in Table 2.2.

Mter being compensated usmg

indene, all the samples were measured at room temperature in air.

Table 2.2 Conditions of Raman spectrum measurements
Sample

Laser power

Scanning times

Width of slit

Scan speed

Sensitivity

SrHf03

100 [mWI

1 times

0040 [mml

120 [cm·1/min]

20

SrRu03

100 [mWl

4 times

0.40 [mml

120 [cm-1/min]

20
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2.2.3. Mechanical properties
The longitudinal and shear sound velocities were measured by the
ultrasonic pulse-echo method (Nihon Matech, Echometer 1062) at room
temperature in air.

The sound velocities in the sample were estimated from

the sample length and the propagation time between the ultrasonic echoes
obtained from the Echometer.
longitudinal

or

shear

The sintered sample was bonded to a 5 MHz

sound

Sonicoat-SHN15 (Nichigo Acetylene).

wave

echo genic

transducer

with

From the sound velocities, the elastic

moduli (Young's modulus, shear modulus, bulk modulus, compressibility,
Poisson's ratio, Lame constants, and sonic anisotropic factor) and Debye
temperature were evaluated.

The hardness was measured by loading a

diamond pyramid-type (with apex 136') indenter into the surface of the
specimen at room temperature using the micro-Vickers hardness tester
(Matsuzawa Seiki, MHT-1).

The hardness tests of perovskites and

composite materials were performed under 1 kg (9.8 N) of an indentation
load for 30 sec and 15 sec, respectively.

The width across the corner was

determined using an optical microscope.

The measurement was repeated

12 times for each sample, and the average value was calculated from the
data in which the maximum and minimum values were excluded [70].

2.2.4. Thermal properties
The specific heat capacities of the samples were measured by the
differential scanning calorimeter (DSC; ULVAC, triple-cell DSC) apparatus,
in the temperature range from room temperature to about 1273 K.

The

apparatus ha s a "triple-cell" system and an adiabatic temperature control
system, which was originally developed by Takahashi [71] . The principle of
the apparatus is briefly summarized in Takahashi's published paper.

The

measurement was made out in a high-purity argon (99.999%) flow with a
flow rate of 100 ml/min.
28
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an alpha-Alumina (U-Al203) standard.

For the specific heat capacity

measurements, the samples with a column shape of approximately 4 mm in
diameter and approximately 4 mm in height were pressed using a cold press.
The heat capacities were reconfirmed from the Neumann-Kopp's law using
the thermodynamic data [72] of (Sr,Ba)O and M02.
The thermal diffusivities of the samples were measured by the laser
flash method in the temperature range from room temperature to about 1473
K in a vacuum (10-' Pal by using TC-7000 (ULVAC).

The technique is based

on transiently heating one surface of the sample with an energy pulse from a
ruby laser.

Subsequently, the temperature change on the opposite surface

was monitored with an indium antimonide infrared detector.

The ambient

temperature of the sample was established and controlled with a high
temperature tube furnace.

The ambient temperature was measured with a

platinum-rhodium (Pt-10% Rh) thermocouple.

In the present study, the

thermal diffusivity was determined using the half-time method.

The

thermal diffusivity data measured during the cooling cycle was also
compared with the heating cycle.

The excellent agreement of the thermal

diffusivity data indicates that the stoichiometry of the samples does not
change during the measurement.

The thermal conductivity was calculated

from the thermal diffusivity D, heat capacity Cp , and density p, using the
following standard equation:

For the thermal diffusivity measurements, the samples with thickness of
about 1 mm thickness were sliced and polished from the sintered pellet.
The melting temperature was measured by the thermal arrest method under
a reduction atmosphere.

The thermal expansion behavior was studied by

using a thermal dilatometer (Bruker AXS, TD5020SA) in the temperature
range from 300 to about 1273 K in a nitrogen flow in order to evaluate the
average linear thermal expansion coefficient.
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2.2.5. Electrical properties
In the temperature range between room temperature and about 1073
K,

the electrical properties,

such as electrical resistivity,

electrical

conductivity and the Seebeck coefficient were measured simultaneously with
a direct current four-point probe method using the ZEM-1 (ULVAC-RIKO)
apparatus under a helium atmosphere.

Two thermocouples and Ni

electrodes, which have a small heater, were mechanically attached to both
sides of the sample.

The small heaters give the sample temperature

gradient (The upper side is the low temperature, and the lower side is the
high temperature.).

The thermocouples measured not only the temperature

of the hotter and cooler sides of the sample but also the voltage between A
and B.

In order to heat the whole system at a uniform temperature, the

sample and electrode were surrounded by a Ni cover.

Electric resistivity p,

electrical conductivity cr and the Seebeck coefficient S of the samples were
measured by using the following equations.
p =-

I

(2.2)

(J"

(2.3)

(2.4)

In Eq. (2.3) , RRef is the resistivity of the reference resistor,

VRef

is the voltage

of the reference resistor, s is the area of cross section of the sample, and J is
the distance between the two electrodes, respectively.

In Eq. (2.4) , Ll Vis the

thermoelectric motive force between the thermocouples.

The Seebeck

coefficient was measured in the temperature gradients LlTof approximately
3,5, and 8 K.
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2.3. Results and discussion
2.3.1. Alkaline earth perovskites
2.3.1.1. Crystallography characteristics
The sample characteristics are summarized in Table 2.3.

The

chemical compositions most of the samples do not deviate far from the
stoichiometric compositions.

On the other hand, the estimated oxygen

concentrations other than SrRf03, BaSn03 and BaRf0 3 are slightly lower
than the stoichiometric composition.

SrRf03, BaSn03 and BaRf0 3 show

white, SrV03, SrFe03 and SrRu03 show black, and Sr, 'xBaxMoO g samples
show brown colors.
Table 2.3 chemical compositions of the samples
Sample

Chemical composition
A2+: B4+
Sr2+: Ba2+

Oxygen
concentration

SrV03

51: 49

SrFeOa

50: 50

2.51 ± 0.07
2.95 ± 0.01

SrMoOa

50: 50

2.77 ± 0.06

SrRuOa

50: 50

2.85 ± 0.71

SrRfOa

51: 49

3.03 ± 0.66

SBMI

52: 48

74: 26

2.83 ± 0.02

SBM2

50: 50

49: 51

2.86 ± 0.11

SBM3

53: 47

26: 74

2.93 ± 0.19

BaSnOa

52: 48

3.05 ± 0.05

BaRfOa

51: 49

3.04 ± 0.14

Figure 2.4 shows the XRD profiles of the products: (a) when the V20 3
starting material is used, and (b) when the V20 5 starting material is used.
In the case of the VZ0 5 starting material, the single phase of SrV03 was
obtained, while in the case of the V20 3 starting material, the second phase of
Sr3V20 s was detected in addition to the main phase. Therefore , the sample
of the V205 starting material was used for the calculation of the lattice
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parameter of SrVOs.

The powder XRD patterns of the samples at room

temperature, such as SrVOs, SrFeOs, SrMoOs, SrRu03, SrRf0 3 , BaSnOs and
BaRfOs are shown in Fig. 2.4(c).

Figure 2.4(d) shows the XRD patterns of

Srl' x Ba x Mo04 as raw materials to prepare Srl' x Ba x Mo03, together with the
published data [73,741 . In addition, Fig. 2.4(e) shows the XRD patterns of
Srl' x Ba x Mo03, together with the published data [75,761.

Through these

results, the confirmation of the formation of single phase structures was
obtained in the present study.

The lattice parameters evaluated by using

the results, are shown in Table 2.4. The values are in good agreement with
published data.

Fig. 2.5 shows the chemical composition dependence of

lattice parameters for solid solutions of molybdates, Sn-xBaxMoO s.

The

lattice parameters are changed linearly according to Vegard's rule.

The

bulk densities of the samples are also shown in Ta ble 2.4 as the percents of
the theoretical densities.
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Fig. 2.4. XRD patterns of the product from (a) V20a and (b) V205 mixture,
and (c) perovskite type oxides
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Fig. 2.4 (d,e) XRD patterns of Srl-xBaxMo04 as raw materials and
Srl-xBaxMoOs

Table 2.4 lattice parameters and sample conditions
Sample

Lattice parameter

Relative density

Thlerance

System

factor

at R.T.

a [nml

SrV03

0.986

cubic

0.3841

95

SrFe03

1.022

cubic

0.3858

87

SrMo03

0.986

cubic

0.3975

89

SrRu03

1.001

orthorhombic

0.5569

0.5553

0.7875

97

SrHf03

0.958

orthorhombic

0.5790

0.5851

0.8243

91

SBM1

1.001

cubic

0.3993

87

SBM2

1.016

cubic

0.4009

92

SBM3

1.031

cubic

0.4024

83

BaSn03

1.026

cubic

0.4116

95

BaHf03

1.020

cubic

0.3858

87

b [nml

c mml

[%T.D.l
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Fig. 2.5 Composition dependence of lattice parameter for Srl'x Ba xMo03

The inclination and rotation of a B06 octahedron, and the subtle
displacement of atoms r educe the symmetry of perovskite typ e oxides, which
often leads to the transformation of its crystal structure into non'cubic
systems.

The reduction or disappearance of the crystal distortion gradually

occurs when the ambient temperature increases, and th e oxides undergoes
the phase transition to a space group with a high er symmetry.

The

conventional parameter describing the geometric distortion of a perovskite
type compound is defined as a tolerance factor, t [77].
f =

_ r=r",
A_+_'",,
' o_

..fi(rB + To )

In this formula, rA, TH, ro show each ionic radii of each atom.

Ordinarily, the

value of 't' is within 0.75 to 1.1, a nd the cubic structure has a value n ear l.
As the value of 't'shifts from 1, the geometric distortion becomes gr adually
large.
In this study, the values of the tolerance factor, 't' of the perovskites
are shown in Table 2.4. The Shannon values of the ionic radius [78] were
used in the present study.
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The radii are also shown in Table 2.5. When the
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molar volume is plotted along the longitudinal y-axis and the B4+ ionic radius
is plotted on the horizontal x-axis, the result is shown in Fig. 2.6. This
figure shows that the lattice volume depends on the radius of the
composition ion.

Moreover, since the Sr series compound is looser at the

point of inclination, it is believed that the interaction between ions of these
oxides was stronger than that of Ba series oxides.
Table 2.5 Ionic radii of the components
SHANNON's ionic radium

44

Ion Coordination number Ionic radium
8r2+
12
0.144 nm
Ba2+
12
0.161 nm
V4+
0.058 nm
6
Fe 4+
6
0.0585 nm
M 0 4+
6
0.065 nm
Ru 4+
0.062 nm
6

50

8n4+

6

0.069 nm

72

Hf4+
0 2'

6

0.071 nm

2

0.135 nm

Atomic number
38
56
23
26
42

8

<II
r M0 0 ,

....

SrV0 3-

SrHf0 3

SrZr03

SrRu0 3
SrTiO

SrFe0 3

,

3.0xl0--5 +-->~~.-r~~~.,.,~~r-r~~~,..,~~.-1
0.05

0.06

0.07

O.OB

0.09

0.10

Ionic radius [nm]

Fig. 2.6 Relationship between molar volume and ionic radius
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Recently, Kennedy and Chakoumakos reported high temperature
phase transitions in SrHf03 and SrRu03 studied by high temperature
neutron diffraction using the Rietveld method [36,79,801.

In these papers ,

it was reported that SrHf03 undergoes four phase transitions: orthorhombic
(Pbnm)

--+

orthorhombic (Cmem)

--+

tetragonal (J4 I mem)

--+

cubic (Pm?'m) .

Also, SrRu03 undergoes three phase transitions: orthorhombic (Pbnm)
tetragonal (J4 I mem)
mcreases.

--+

cubic (Pm3m) (See Fig. 2.7) when the temperature

In the present study, the phase transitions in SrHf03 and

SrRu03 are observed from the HT-XRD analysis.

SrHf03 and SrRu03

undergo the following phase transitions:
SrHf03:
orthorhombic (Pbnm)

--+

orthorhombic (Cmem)

800K

--+

tetragonal (r 4 I mem) ,

1000 K

SrRu03:
orthorhombic (Pbnm)

--+

tetragonal (J 4 1 mem)

(a) orthorhombic

--+

cubic (Pm3m).

950K

800K

(b) tetragonal
Fig. 2.7 (a,b,c) Crystal structure of SrRu03
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These r esults are in good agreement with published data [36,80].

From

the HT-XRD analysis, the temperature dependences of lattice parameters in
the nm scale of SrHf03 and SrRuOs are obtained as follows:
SrHf0 3, 300 - 800 K, orthorhombic (Pbnm ):
a = 5.68 x 10 - 1 + 6.00 x 10- 5 r - 9.53 x 10 - 8 r' + 6.36 x 10- 11 r' ,

(2.6)

b = 5.67 X 10- 1 + 6.00 X 10-5 r - 6.90 x 10- 8 r' + 2.85 x 10- 11 r ' ,

(2.7)

e = 8.l5xlO- 1 -1.00xI0-5 r + 1.l8xI0-' r ',

(2.8)

SrHfO s, 800 - 1000 K, orthorhombic (Cmcm) :
a = 1.61 x 10- 1 + 2.20 X 10-] r

- 2.43 x 10-6 r' + 8.95 x 1O- IO r ] ,

(2.9)

b = -4.79 x I0 -1 +4.5IxI0 -l r-5.20 x I0-6r ' +1.99xI0-' r ' ,

(2.10)

e = -4.37 x 10- 1 + 4.26 X 10-] r

(2.11)

- 4.80 x 10-6 r ' + 1.81 x 10-' r ] ,

SrHf03, 1000 - 1100 K, t etragonal (J4 1mem):
a = -5.70 x lO - 1 + 4.18 x I0 -lr -4.84xI0 -6 r ' + 1.82 x I0-9 r ],

(2.12)

e = -3.90 x 10- 1 + 4.27 x 1O-3r - 4.82 x 10-6r' + 1.77 x 10-9 r 3,

(2.13)

SrRu03, 300 - 800 K, orthorhombic (Pbnm):
a = 5.56 x 10- 1 + 2.15 x 1O-6 r + 3.58 x 10-9 r'

,

(2 .14)

b = 5.54 x I0- 1 -7.93 x I0 - 6r+3.04xI0 - 8 r ' - 1.8IxI0- II r
e = 7.88 x 10- 1 - 2.00 x 10-5 r + 5.07 x 10-8 r'
SrRuO ~, 800 - 950

3

,

- 3.30 x 10- r 3,
11

(2 .15)
(2.16)

K, t etragonal (J 4 1mem):

a= 5.34 x lO - 1 + 3.00xlO-s r + 2.6IxlO-' r ' - 2.96 x I0 -"r ],

(2.17)

5.00 x 10-5 r -1.54 x 10-7 r' + 1.47 x 10- 10 r' ,

(2.18)

c = 8.57 X 10 - 1

-

SrRuOa, 950 - 1100 K, cubic (Pm3m) :
a = 3.31 x 10- 1 + 1.80 x 10-4 r -1.69 x 10- 7 r' + 5.52 x 10- 11 r3,

where T is in Kelvin.

(2.19)

The t emperature dependences of the lattice volume

(nm 3) are as follows:
SrHfOa, 300 - 1100 K

r',

(2.20)

V = 5.98xlO-' +3 .13 x lO-6 r-2.04 x I0 -9 r ' +1.l3 x lO - 12 r ' ,

(2.21)

V = 6.66xI0-' + 5.76xlO-' r - 4.49 x lO -' r ' + 1.93 x 10 - 12

SrRu03, 300 - 1100 K
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where T is temperature in Kelvin.
thermal expansion coefficients

(Xl

The temperature dependences of linear

in Kl of SrHf03 and SrRuOs measured by

the HT-XRD are as follows:
SrHfOs, 300 - 1100 K:

a,

=

3.88 x 10-6 + 1.75 x 10-' T - 9.49 X 10- 12 T2 ,

(2.22)

SrRuOs, 300 - 1100 K:
a, = -4.16xlO -6 +5.86xlO -' T-7.78 x IO- ll T 2 +3.4lxI0- 14 T 3 ,

where T is in Kelvin.

(2.23)

The average linear thermal expansion coefficients

(Xl

are 1.13xlO-5 Kl for SrHf03 and 1.03xlO-5 K' for SrRuOs in the temperature
range between 300 K and llOO K.

On the other hand, the other perovskites,

such as SrV03, SrMoOs, BaSn03 and BaHf03, have no phase transition in
the all temperature.

Figure 2.8 shows the temperature dependence of

thermal expansion for perovskite type oxides.

The values of average linear

thermal expansion coefficients are shown in Table 2.6.
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Fig. 2.8 Temperature dependent of thermal expansion for perovskites
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Table 2.6 Mechanical properties of perovskits
Sample

VL (mfs) Vs (mfs)

A

E (GPa)

G (GPa)

K

(GPa)

~ (Gpa-')

SrVOa

7169

4162

1.006

224

90.0

147

6.80 E-03

SrMoOa

6603

3565

0.935

180

69.5

145.8

6.86 E-03

SrRuOs

6312

3083

0.846

161

60.1

171.7

5.83 E-03

SrHfOa

6118

3531

1.000

220

87.9

146.6

6.82 E-03

SBM1

5895

3271

0.961

152

59.3

113.5

8.81 E-03

SBM2

6068

3416

0.975

179

70.7

128.8

7.76 E-03

SBM3

5633

3190

0.981

147

58.1

103.7

9.64 E-03

BaSnOa

6373

3814

1.026

244

99.9

145.8

6.86 E-03

BaHfOa

5397

3245

1.041

194

79.5

113.9

8.78 E-03

Sample

a

A (GPa)

SrVOa

0.246

87.0

612

(2333)

SrMoOs

0.294

99.4

510

SrRuOa

0.343

131.6

SrHfOs

0.250

SBM1

8D (K) Tm (K) Hv(Gpa)

al (Kl)

D (T.D.)

3.85

1.45 E-05

95%

1967

5.48

7.98 E-06

89%

448

2575

10.31

1.03 E-05

97%

88.0

490

3200

9.31

1.13 E-05

91 %

0.277

74.0

465

2.80

87%

SBM2

0.268

81.7

483

3.62

92%

SBM3

0.264

65.0

452

2.26

83%

BaSnOs 0.221

79.2

522

4.99

95 %

BaHfOa

60.9

438

0.217

(2893)

5.08

7.97 E-06

91 %

Raman scattering spectra of the SrRu03 and SrHfO s are shown in Fig.
2.9. For the SrHf03, Raman spectrum measurements have been previously
performed and the r esults have been r eported [81], with the exception of the
SrRuOs, for which publish ed data had not existed.

The typical wave

len gths of the Sr Hf0 3 spectrum are det ected at 423 and 595 cm-!.
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Fig. 2.9 Raman shifts of SrRu03 and SrHf0 3

2.3.1.2. Mechanical properties

The sound velocities of the perovskites were measured at room
temperature.

The longitudinal wave and the shear wave were measured in

the bulk samples.

The relationship between the longitudinal and shear

waves were estimated using the following formula (2.33) .
V

= VL

s-J3

(2.33)

where Vs is shear sound velocity and VL is longitudinal sound velocity.
For an isotropic medium. the Young's modulus E, shear modulus G,
compressibility fl, bulk modulus K, bulk compressibility fl, Poisson's ratio v
and sonic anisotropy coefficient A, and Debye temperature

eD can be written

in terms of using the shear and longitudinal sound velocities as follows
[90,91] :
(2.34)
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,

(2.35)

G-pV
5K

= p (VL2 _i3 V5')

(2.36)
(2.37)

1 (V 2

V= -

L

2V ' )

-

(2.38)

S

2 (VL' - Vi)

(2.39)
1

e

D

=(lkh )
B

[
•

4nV.(V

]3

9N
l + 2Vs , )

(2.40)

L

(2.41)

where h is the Plank constant, kB is the Boltzmann constant, N is the
number of atoms in a unit cell, and V is the unit cell volume.

The elastic

moduli and Debye temperature evaluated in the present study are
The Vickers hardness Hv was measured by

summarized in Table 2.6.

forcing a diamond pyramid type (with apex 136

0
)

indenter into the surface

of the specimen, and defined as,
HV

= 2PH sine
d'

=

1 8 44 PH
. 5 d'

(2.42)

where d(mm) is the mean diagonal length of the diamond shaped impression
made on the indented surface.

PHis the stress ofthe indenter [72] . All the

results are indicated in Table 2.6.

Hardness is associated with the

resistance of the material to plastic deformation.

For some oxide and

carbide ceramics, the hardness H was found to be proportional to Young's
modulus Ewith the values of HIE=O.05 [92] . The HIE for pure metals was
estimated using the published data [93] and obtained as 0.006, 0.003 and
0.004 for bcc, fcc and hcp metals, respectively [94] .

The values of H for
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perovskites are plotted in Fig 2.17, as a function of Young's modulus E
together with data from the other substances data [95l.

As shown in the

figure, it was discovered that the relationship between hardness and Young's
modulus for SrRuOa and SrHfOa showed a different tendency.
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Fig. 2.17 Relationship between Hv and Efor perovskite type oxides

In this study, the elastic porosity results were correlated by applying
the Duckworth' Knudsen equation.

The equation is usually used to

determine the dependence of E on porosity according to the following
Eq.(2.43) :
E -- Ee-bl'
0

(2.43)

where Eis Young' modulus, Eo is the zero porosity Young's modulus, Pis the
porosity, and b is the porosity correction factor (for P< 0.5).

This equation

was applied to the E and G experimental results, and a numerical iterative
optimization method, known as the simplex algorithm [96], was used to
estimate the Eo values.

From these results , correlations among the various

perovskite type oxides were evaluated systematically.

Correlation between

the tolerance factor and various elastic constants are shown in Fig. 2.18.
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Figure 2.19 shows the chemical composition dependence of Young's modulus
for Sn- x Ba x Mo03.

They show that there are obvious correlations between

the tolerance factor and elastic constants.

Is is considered that the

symmetry of a crystal is relevant to inter ionic bonding states, therefore the
tolerance factor has affected the elasticity-characteristic of materials.

Since

Young's modulus E is proportional to (d2Uldr) and 11r, where U is the
potential energy and r is the atom distance, E is related to the cohesive
energy Uo and the equilibrium atom distance roo

For pure metal, their

Young's moduli are proportional to RTmlVa [97] where Tm is the melting
temperature of pure metal and

v., is the volume of pure metal per gram atom.

The relationship of E = 97.9(RTm IVJ was obtained for pure metals.

A

comparison of Young's modulus and melting temperature is shown among
perovskite type oxides in Fig. 2.20. It is known that the Debye temperature
()n

can be related to the melting temperature Tm in K, the molar mass M and

the molar volume Vm by the Lindemann relationship [98].

The relationship

was reexamined for pure metals, and the ratios of en to (Tm /(MV;,; ' l»L i2 were
estimated to be 1.42, 1.60 and 1.80 for bcc, fcc and hcp metals [94] .

For

perovskite type oxides the following relationship has been reported [99] :
()D
q 516(T /(MV2 Il»I12
III

(2.44)

III

where q is the number of atoms in the chemical formulas.

Fig. 2.20 shows

this relationship for various oxides obtained in the present study, together
with the published data [100,101] .

The proportional value of most

perovskite type oxides is 1.60, which is in correspondence with preVIOUS
reports.
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2.3.1.3. Thermal properties
The temperature dependence of the heat capacity for the perovskite
type oxides determined by the scanning method in the temperature range
between about 300 K and 1300 K is shown in Fig. 2.10. The heat capacity

Cp of various oxides can be expressed as follows.
Cp = A + B x T + C x r

'.

(2.24)

The coefficient A, B, and C in this formula were estimated from the
experimental data as shown in Table 2.7.

Figure 2.1l(a) indicates the

temperature dependence of the heat capacity of 8rV03.

In Fig. 2.1l(a) , the

open circles represent the experimental data obtained from the D8C
m easurement, the solid line represents the fitting result of the experimental
data , the dashed line represents Dulong-Petit's law curve, and the da sh-dot
line represents Neumann-Kopp's law curve obtained from the published data
on 81'0 and V02.

The measured heat capacity of 8rV03 is slightly lower

than that evaluated by Neumann-Kopp's law.

The heat capacity at constant

pressure Cl' can be evaluated from the following relation:
Cp

=

(2.25)

C" + Cd + C arhers '

where Ch is the harmonic term, Cd is the lattice dilational term, and Cothers is
the residual term.

The harmonic term Ch is expressed by using the

measured Debye temperature BD as follows:
C = 3nRD(

'I

e;{) ,

(2.26)

where n is the numb er of atoms per molecule, R is the gas constant, and

D(ed']) is the Debye function.

The lattice dilatational term Cd can be

calculated from the volumetric thermal expansion coefficient av and
compressibility fJ as follows:
(2.27)
where Vm is the molar volume and Tis the absolute temperature.
isotropic medium, avequals 3m.
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from the equations given above are shown in Fig. 2.1l(b).

In Fig. 2.1l(b),

the solid line represents the fitting result of the experimental Cp data, the
dashed line represents Ch obtained from Eq. (2.26), and the dash-dot line
represents Ch + Cd, in which Cdwas obtained from Eq. (2.27). It can be seen
from Fig. 2.1l(b) that the experimentally obtained result is consistent with
the estimated C;, + Cd, indicating that the contribution of CotheJ·s is small in
this case.

The peaks from the phase transitions were not observed in the Cp

curves of SrRu03 and SrHf03.

The value of the pure perovskites data was

similar with published data [43,71] , but the solid solution of molybdate looks
slightly higher than other perovskites.
capacity data

In this study, the result of the heat

was used in estimating thermal conductivity.

The

temperature dependence of the thermal diffusivity and the thermal
conductivity of the perovskites on each density are shown in Fig. 2.12. The
thermal conductivity A was calculated from the measured thermal diffusivity

D, specific heat capacity Cp and density dusing the following relationship,
A = DCpd .

(2.28)

The thermal conductivity was corrected to 100% of the theoretical density
using Schulz's equation [81] ,
AM

= Ac (1- CD

t,¥,

(2.29)

where CD is the dispersed phase porosity equal to the fractional porosity, and
"tMand "t care the thermal conductivity of the matrix and total conductivity,
respectively.

The temperature dependence of the thermal conductivity

corrected to the theoretical density is shown in Fig. 2.13.

Generally, the

thermal transport properties of ceramics are influenced by many factors,
such as lattice defects, grain boundaries, and pores.
the thermal conductivity.

These factors reduce

In the present study, the oxygen vacancy which

plays a role as a phonon-scattering center and reduces the lattice thermal
conductivity was existed in SrV03 slightly higher than other perovskites.
The relatively high thermal conductivity is attributed to the simple cubic
structure with the light component element, and to the contribution of the
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electrical thermal
pel~ovskites,

conductivity.

The

thermal conductivity of most

with the exception of SrRu03, decreases with increasing

temperature.

On the other hand, the thermal conductivity of SrRu03

increases with increasing temperature, and molybdate s have very high
thermal conductivity, which indicates that the electronic contribution is
predominant (See chapter 2.3.1.4.).

The relationship between the thermal

conductivity at room temperature and tolerance factor is shown in Fig. 2.14.
Figure 2.14 shows liner correlation in each Sr, Ba series, because the phonon
conductivity is depent on the crystal symmetry.

Figure 2.15 shows the

temperature dependence of thermal resistivity for perovskites.

The result

indicates that the phonon conduction is predominant in the thermal
conduction of most low thermal conductivity perovskites.
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Table 2.7 Coefficient of heat capacity (C p = A + BT + CIT ' )
Sample
SrVOa
SrMoOa
SrRuOa
SrHfOs
SBM1
SBM2
SBM3
BaSnOa
BaRfOa

A
132
121
108
118
129
150
134
112
126

B
-2.00 E-03
1.19 E-02

C
-3.42 E+06
-2.73 E+06

2.65 E-02

-5.19 E+05

1.76 E-02
9.76 E-03
-3.23 E-03

-8.18 E+05
-4.47 E+05
-1.87 E+06

1.68 E-02
2.74 E-02
4.99 E-03

-4.37 E+05
-1.55 E+06
-2.01 E+05
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The melting temperature T m of the perovskites is shown in Table 2.6.
The melting temperature of SrRu03 and SrHf03 is in good agreement with
published data [34.82].

The melting temperature of SrHf03 is higher than
51
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that of other perovskites, for example, the melting temperature of 2170 K
[83] for SrTi03 and that of 2883 K [84] for SrZr03.

In the present study, the

melting temperature of BaHf03 was not evaluated because of the unclear
thermal arrest signal, so th e reference value [35] is shown in Table 2.6. The
melting te mperature of SrV03 is also taken from published data [85].

The

r elationship between the linear thermal expansion coefficient and melting
temperature for the perovskite oxides is shown in Fig. 2.16.

In this figure ,

the data of oth er perovskite type oxides are plotted for comparison
It is confirmed that the linear thermal expansion

[35,83,84,86-88] .

coefficient varies inversely to the melting temperature for many substances
[89] .

a ,' T,,, = 0.01 9 (for metals)
a ,' T,,,

= 0.0 19

(2.30)
(2.31)

(for perovskite type oxide)

a ,' T,,, = 0.030 (for fluorite type oxides)

(2.32)

For the alkaline, Sr, and Ba series perovskite type oxides, the products of (XI
and Tm show approximately the sa me value (= 0.02).
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2.3.1.4. Electrical properties
Figure 2.22 shows the temperature dependence of the electrical
resistivity p and the Seebeck coefficient S for SrV03 together with the
published data [102-105].

The electrical resistivity is an order of magnitude

of 10. 4 -10- 5 (nm), and shows positive temperature dependence, indicating
metallic behavior.

The values of the electrical resistivity determined in the

present study are well consistent with the extrapolated data reported by
Dougier [102].

However, the values obtained in the present study are lower

than the published data [103-105] _ It is believed that the sample density
and oxygen vacancy have a significant effect on the electrical resistivity.
The values of the Seebeck coefficient are negative in the whole temperature
range, showing that the majority of charge carriers are electrons.

The value

of the Seebeck coefficient at room temperature obtained in the present study
is in good agreement with the Dougier's result [102] , which is consistent with
the results of the electrical resistivity.

The absolute value of the Seebeck

coefficient increases when the temperature increases.
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The temperature dependence of the electrical conductivity is shown
m Fig. 2.23, together with the data of BaMo03 [106].

The values of the

electrical conductivity of most perovskites, with the exception of the SBM3,
are an order of magnitude of 10 5 (n- 1 m- 1).
thermal conductivity

KtotaI

Ktotal =K'at

where
KeI

Kia t 1S

It is well known that the total

of solids can be written as follows:
(2.45)

+ K c/ ...

the lattice contribution and

KeI

is the electronic contribution.

can be calculated using the Wiedemann -Franz-Lorenz relation:
(2.46)

where L is the Lorenz number,
absolute temperature.
Variations of

Ktat"i, Kiat,

is the electrical conductivity, and T is the

is obtained by subtracting

KIat

and

(J

KeI

K'ataI

Ktotai

Ktat"I.

KeJ

of SrRu03 is

at room temperature, and it increases gradually when

temperature increases.
of the

from

of SrRu03 and SrMo03 with temperature are

shown in Fig. 2.24-25. As can be seen in this figure, the
about 40% of the

KeI

On the other hand, the

Kei

of SrMo03 is about 20%

at room temperature and it decreases gradually when

temperature increases . The

KeI Of

SrV03 is approximately 10% of the

KtataI

at room temperature, and it increases gradually when temperature increases.
At 1073 K, the

Kcl

of SrV03 is approximately 35% of the

KtotaI.

The

temperature dependence of the Seebeck coefficient S is shown in Fig. 2.26,
together with the published data of BaMo03 [106].

The Seebeck coefficient

of SrM03, SrRu03, and SBMI is positive in the whole temperature range,
showing that the majority of charge carriers are holes.

The values of the

Seebeck coefficient of SrRu03 are around 30-40 j.!VKl in the whole
temperature range.

On the other hand, the Seebeck coefficient of SBM2

and SBM3 is negative, showing that the majority of charge carriers are
electrons.

The values of the Seebeck coefficient are around -30 j.!VK1.

In

addition, the color of the surface of the molybdate sample was changed after
the measurement.
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2.3.1.5. Thermoelectric properties
The temperature dependence of the electrical resistivity p for
perovskites is shown in Fig. 2.27, together with the data of other substances
[106-110].

The values of the electrical resistivity of SrRuOg, SrMoOg, SBMl,

SBM2, SBM3, and BaMo03 are respectively of an order of magnitude of 10'1
and 10'6 (Om), which is about same as that of state-of-the-art thermoelectric
materials, such as Bi2Teg and TAGS "(GeTeh·x(AgSbTez)x" [107,110]. The
electrical resistivity of the

perovskites

dependence, indicating metallic behavior.

shows

positive

The temperature dependence of

electrical resistivity is changed at about 800 K.

In addition, the color of the

SrMo03 sample surface is changed after the measurement.
the sample is oxidized above 800 K.

temperature

It seems that

The author had hope that alkaline

molybdate solid solutions would have the equal electric resistivity compared
with that of BaMo03.

However BaMoOg performed the best because of it

had the lowest electric resistivity.
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The temperature dependence of the Seebeck coefficient S for
perovskites is shown in Fig. 2.28, together with the data of other substances
[106-110].

The Seebeck coefficient of SrRu03 and SrMo03 is positive in the

whole temperature range, showing that the majority of charge carriers are
holes.

The Seebeck coefficient of BaMo03 is negative in the whole

temperature range, showing that the majority of charge carriers are
electrons.

The values of the Seebeck coefficient of SrRu03, SrMoOa, and

SrMo03 are respectively around 30-40 flVKI, 30 flVK" 4-9
whole temperature range, like metals.

~LVK·I

in the

The value of the Seebeck coefficient

is lower than those of state-of-the-art thermoelectric materials. Figure 2.29
shows the relationship between the electrical conductivity
coefficient S of perovskites and other materials [107-110].

(J"

and Seebeck

This figure gives

an indication of the power factor S"(J"(See Fig. 2.30.), which defines the
electrical performance of the thermoelectric materials.

It is known that the

power factor is required to have an order of magnitude (Wm·'K2) of about
10. 3 for the materials used in the current devices.

The maximum value of

the power factor of SrRuO~ is 4.0xl0· 4 Wm· I K 2 at around room te mperature.
On the other hand, making a solid solution rather lowered the value in the
molybdate.

The values of the power factor of BaMo0 3 do not reach the

order of magnitude of 10.3. The maximum value of the power factor of
BaMo03 is about 8xl0·4 Wm-1K 2 at around room temperature.
The temperature dependence of the thermal conductivity for
perovskites is shown in Fig. 2.31, together with the published data of other
substances [107-11 0]. The therma l conductivity of SrRu03 increases when
temperature increases.

On the other hand, the thermal conductivity of

molybdates, such as SrMo03, SBMl , SBM2, SBM3, and BaMo03 decreases
when temperature increases.

At room temperature, it is high compared

with that of state-of-the-art thermoelectric materials [107,110] .

In

molybdates, making a solid solution did not succeed in decreasing of the
thermal conductivity.
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has been evaluated usmg the data of the electrical resistivity, Seebeck
coefficient, and thermal conductivity.

The ZT of BaMo0 3 is lower than

those of state-of-the-art p-type thermoelectric materials, which is caused by
the extremely high thermal conductivity.

The maximum value of the

thermoelectric figure of merit ZT is 0.015 at around 470 K.

In order to

utilize BaMo03 as an actual thermoelectric module, it is necessary to reduce
the thermal conductivity.

On the other hand, the ZT of SrRuOs is also lower

than those of state-of-the-art p-type thermoelectric materials, which is
caused by the low Seebeck coefficient and high thermal conductivity.

The

maximum value of the thermoelectric figure of merit ZT is 0.03 at around

573-773 K.

In order to utilize SrRu03 as an actual thermoelectric module,

it is necessary to optimize the carrier concentration and reduce the thermal
conductivity.
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2.3.2. Alkaline earth and Yttrium oxides
2.3.2.1. Crystallography characteristics
From the powder XRD patterns of the samples at room t emperature
(Fig. 2.32), two results were obtained in the pr esent study: the single phase
of BaY20 4 with the crystal structure of space group Pnab [111], and SrY204,
which indicates a single-phase isomorphous with the space group of Pnam
[59,64].

The lattice pa ramet ers of Ba Y20 4 and SrY204 at room temperature

= 1.0396 nm, b = 1.2113 nm, c = 0.3450
nm, c = 0.3412 nm, respectively. The

evaluated from the XRD pattern are a
nm, and a

= 1.0090

nm, b

= 1.1901

values of the lattice parameter were consistent with published data
[111,112,113] .

The sample bulk densities of BaY20 4 and SrY204 were

approximately 88% and99 % of the theoretical X-ray density.

On the other

hand, the lattice parameter of Ba~y, 0 9 was evaluated from the XRD pattern
to be a

= 0.6117

nm, c

= 2.5207

(Fig. 2.32).

The values of the lattice

parameters are in agreement with the published data [114] . The sample
density of Ba3Y, 0 9 was about 67 % of the theoretical density. The chemical
composition determined by the EDX analysis does not deviate from the
stoichiometric ratio. The sintered samples of SrY2 0 1, BaY 20, and Ba3Y 40 9
show a white color.

The sample characteristics of SrY 20 1, Ba Y20 4 and

Ba3Y40 9 are summarized in Table 2.8.

Table 2.8 Sample characteristics and thermophysical properties
at RT

BaY, 0 4

SrY20 4

Ba3Y, 09

Crys t al system

Ort horh ombic

Orthorhombi c

Hexagonal
0.6117

Lattice parameter

Relative density

[nm]

a

1.0396

1.0090

[nm]

b

1.2113

1.1901

[nm]

c

0.3450

0.3412

2. 5206

88

99

67

[%T.DJ
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Figu re 2.34 shows the temperature dependences of unit cell
parameters a, b,

C,

and volume Vof SrY2 04 in the orthorhombic structure.

All parameters mcrease smoothly with increasing temperature.

The

obvious phase transitions are not observed with HTXRD analysis.

The

temperature dependences of lattice parameters can be expressed as a linear
function of temperature.

Between room temperature and 1273 K, the linear

and volumetric thermal expansion coefficients (aa, ab, a c , av, ad can be
calculated as follows:

a = _1
a a

(aa(T))

o aT

a
b

a

= _1
b

a

(8b(T))

o aT

=
C

p

p

_1 (ac(T))
Co

aT

(2.4 7)

(2.48)
p

= _1 (aV(T) )
V YO
aT p
1

aL

(2.46)

=3aV

(2.49)

(2.50)

where ao, bo, co, and Vo are the lattice parameters at room temperature and T
is in Kelvin.

aL is the average linear thermal expansion coefficient, which

equals to one-third of avo

These results are summarized in Ta ble 2.9. It is

found that the linear thermal expansion coefficient in a direction a. is larger
than those in band c in directions ab and a c • The average linear thermal
expansion coefficient aL is 10.9x10-6 Kl in the temperature range from 300 to
1273 K.
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Fig. 2.34 Temperature dependence of the lattice parameters of SrY204

Table 2.9 Thermal expansion coefficients of SrY204
Linear thermal expansion coefficient
(300 - 1273 K)
Volumetric thermal expansion coefficient
(300 - 1273 K)

(Xa

[K I ]12 .9x10-S

(Xb

[Ki] 9_3 x lO- 6

(Xc

[K'1]1O.2 x10-6

(xv

[Kl] 32.8x 10-6

Average linear thermal expansion coefficient [ ]
(XL K l 10.9xlO-6
( 300 -1273 K)

Figure 2.35 shows the thermal expansion behavior of BaY2 0 4 and
SrY2 0 4 _ The lattice of the samples increases with temperature, indicating a
positive thermal expansion in Fig. 2.35 (a). The linear thermal expansion
coeffici ent increases with temperature as shown in Fig. 2.35 (b) . The linear
thermal expansion coefficien t

a]

can be calculated from the following

equation using the m easured therm al expansion :
8a

1

ar

Q 298

a, =-.- ' - - .
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(2.51)
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The average linear thermal expansion coefficient

a]

of BaY20 4 is 1.08

Kl in the temperature range from 300 K to 1000 K.

X

10- 5

The average linear

thermal expansion coefficient measured by a dilatometer in the temperature
range between 300 and 1773 K is 10.7xl0- 6 Kl, which is consistent with the
HT-XRD analysis result (1.09 x 10-5 K l).

These values are relatively larger

than those oftypical ceramic materials (for example 8.5 x 10-6 Kl for Ab03 at
298 K, 10 x 10-6 Kl for YSZ, 9.7 x 10-6 K l for SrZr03 [85], and 9.1 x 10-6 Kl
for La2Zr 20 7 [115] from R.T. to 1273 ro.

The melting temperature of SrY20 4

determined by the thermal arrest method is 2413 K, which is slightly lower
than that in published data [111].

The relationship between the liner

thermal expansion coefficient and the melting temperature of SrY20 , is
shown in Fig. 2. 36. In the figure, the data of other substances are plotted
for comparisons.

From this figure, it is confirmed that SrY2 0 4 has a

moderate high thermal expansion coefficient as well as a moderate high
melting temperature, compared with those of the typical oxide ceramics.
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2.3.2.2. Mechanical properties

The values of the physical properties, such as elastic moduli and
Debye temperature of BaY2 0 4 and SrY204, obtained in the present study are
summarized in Table 2.10. It was observed that the values of mechanical
properties for BaY20 4 are lower than those of SrY204.

One of the reasons

for this is the low sample density of BaY 20 4 • It is necessary to prepare a
higher density sample of BaY204 in order to consider the characteristics in
more detail because the physical properties are significantly affected by
pores in the sample.

The following relationship has been proposed to

present the porosity dependence of the modulus:
M = M o(l-bP+cP ' ),

(2.55)

where Mis the modulus at porosity P, Mo is the zero-porosity modulus, and b
and c are adjustable geometry parameters [117] .

At sufficiently small

porosity with the same value for b, the modulus can be shown as:
(2.56)
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because c.P2 in Eq. (2.55) can be omitted.

Young's moduli of SrYZ0 4 and

BaY204 corrected to those with 100 %T.D. using b

=2.9 [119] (in which there

are 16 data sets for 11 oxides) are 166 and 167 GPa, respectively.

Those

values are lower than those of the candidates, such as 269 GPa for SrZr03
[85] , 245 GPa for Zr02 and 200 GPa for YSZ.

Table 2.10 Sample characteristics and thermophysical properties

Lattice parameter at R.T.

Average

linear

BaY204

Ba3Y' O,
Orthorhombic Orthorhombic Hexagonal

Crystal system at R.T.

Relative density

SrY204
[nm]

a

l.0090

l.0396(4)

[nm]

b

l.1901

l.2112(8)

[nm]

c

0.3412

0.3450(2)

2.5206

99

88

67

l.09 x 10'5

l.08

[%T.D.l
thermal [Kl]

Q]

X

0.6117

10'5

expansion coefficient

Longitudinal wave velocity

[mis]

VL 6175

5086

3856

Transverse wave velocity

[mis]

Vs

3479

2901

2165

Young's modulus

[GPa]

E

162

108

77

Shear modulus

[GPa]

G

64

43

31

Compressibility

[GPa"]

jJ

8.61 x 10'3

13.4 X 10'3

2.42

Debye temperature

[K.]

eD

471

351

307

Vickers hardness

[GPa]

Hv 9.2 ±1.3

3.2 ±0.3

2.3

Thermal conductivity at R.T.

[Wm"K']

K

7.6 ±0.2

3.9 ±0. 1

1.4

X

10. 2

*The elastic modulii and Debye temperature are within 1 % uncertainty.

2.3.2.3. Thermal properties
The temperature dependence of the heat capacity of SrY201 obtained
by the scanning method using the triple-cell DSC is shown in Fig. 2.37. The
peaks from the phase transitions are not observed in the Cpcurve of SrY204.

In the temperature range between 300 and 1273 K, the empirical equation
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for the Crof SrY204 was determined by the experimental result as follows:
C p =186.6 - 0.0312r + 3.00xlO-5 r' - 2.5IxIO -6 r -' (JK1moP).

"

'~
,

220.---------------------------------,
210

o

200

-,

190

C,)a.

180

E

(2.52)
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Fig. 2.37 Temperature dependence of the heat capacity of SrY204

The heat capacity at constant pressure Cp can be evaluated from the
following relationship:
(2.53)

where Ch is the harmonic term, Cd the lattice dilatational term, and C,ther,
the residual term.

The harmonic term, Ch is expressed by using the Debye

temperature, tin, as follows:
(2.54)

where n is the number of atoms per molecule, Rthe gas constant and
the Debye functIon.

The lattice dilatational term Cd can be calculated from

the linear thermal expansion coefficient
C
d
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nevi 1)

= (3aJ'V,J
f3
'

QL

and compressibility f3 as follows:
(2.55)
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where Vrn is the molar volume.

The temperature dependencies of Ch and (Ch

+Cc0 of SrY204 is shown in Fig. 2.37.

It was confirmed that the Cp of SrY204

measured by the DSC almost equals (Ch +Cc0, while the other contribution
appears around above 900 K.
The temperature dependences of the thermal diffusivity and thermal
conductivity of BaY z04 and SrY204 are shown in Fig. 2.38.

The thermal

conductivity of SrY 2 04 was evaluated from the thermal diffusivity, heat
capacity, and density.

The thermal conductivity of BaY20

4

was evaluated

from the thermal diffusivity, and the heat capacity was evaluated with
Kopp-Neumann's law [116] using the heat capacities of BaO and Y 2 03 [1l71,
and the density of BaY204. The thermal conductivity of BaY 20 4 and SrY204
is 3.9 Wm" K' and 7.2 Wm" K' at 300 K, respectively.

The thermal

conductivity decreases when temperature increases and reaches the value of
1.9 Wm"K' and 3.4 Wm" K' at 1200 K, respectively.

This temperature

dependence indicates that the phonon conduction is predominant.

The

thermal conductivity values of BaY Z0 4 are lower than those of SrY204 in the
whole temperature range investigated in the present study.

The thermal

conductivity was corrected to 100 % of the theoretical density using the
modified Bruggeman's equation and ¢ = 3/2,
(2.56)
where AO is the zero'porosity thermal conductivity and ¢ is an empirical
factor (i.e. ¢
[U8].

= 2 for

spheres, ¢

= 3/2

for closed pores with irregular shapes)

The solid line represents the zero-porosity thermal conductivity of

BaY204 and the dashed line represents the results of SrY20 4.

Those values

for BaYz04 are slightly higher than that of YSZ (2 Wm'lKl at 1273 K) and
La ZZr207 (1.6 Wm'lKl at 1273 K) [U9] though equivalent to those of SrZr03
[85].

A much lower thermal conductivity

«2 Wm'lKl) is required to utilize

this candidate material for the TBC application.
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Fig. 2.38 Temperature dependence of (a) thermal diffusivities and (b)
thermal conductivities ofSrY204 and BaY204

BaY20 4 has an advantage compared to SrY2 04 from the viewpoint of
the application for TBe materials, because TBe materials require a low
thermal conductivity.

Figure 2.38 shows that the thermal conductivity of

Ba YZ0 4 is obviously lower than that of SrY204.

Generally, it is known that

the presence of heavy atoms in the molecule reduces the thermal
conductivity.

Thus the difference between the thermal conductivity of

BaY20 4 and SrY 20, is due to the difference in the atomic weight between Ba
and Sr.

However it is not clear if BaY20 4 or SrY204 can be an alternative

material to YSZ in the TBe application.

Apparently, BaY204 shows

equivalent properties to YSZ, such as a low thermal conductivity and a large
thermal expansion.

In addition, BaY204 is difficult to sinter, so this

characteristic of the sintering resistance is an advantage to utilize the
material as the TEe application.

However materials used as the TBes

should have a combination of good thermal properties, good mechanical
toughness, and good film characteristics.
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further research is necessary to decide that whether BaY204 would be an
advanced TBC material or not.

2.4. Material selection guidelines for low thermal conductivity materials
The systematic interests have possibilities to be applications of their
properties in different branches of new engineering. Therefore the research
of the thermophysical properties on material science is important and
needed to contribute to the development of society.

However it is also a fact

that it takes too long to understand the properties because there are so many
materials which have multielement compositions.

For the screening of the

candidate materials with low thermal conductivity, material selection was
suggested by Clarke [120] .

Generally, the thermal conductivity of a

dielectric can be lowered toward its theoretical minimum by increasing the
size of the unit cell, the presence of heavy atoms, amorphization, random
atomic substitution, increased optic' acoustic coupling, and increasing the
lattice symmetry [121].

The concept of a minimum thermal conductivity is

a useful guideline to design materials with low thermal conductivity.

A

perfect harmonic crystal has no thermal resistance mechanism.

Therefore

the perfect harmonic crystal has infinite thermal conductivity.

It is worth

considering the lower limit of the thermal conductivity [122].

The

minimum thermal conductivity can be expressed as, [123]
=
K m;n

where,

Kmill

7r

(6 )

1/3 k

(!....)2{'.IT x3e d

n 2/3 "L. Vi B.
B
I

I

x

1 ( x )2
e -1

x.

(2.57)

is the mlmmum thermal conductivity, kB is the Boltzmann

constant, n is the number density of atoms,

Vi

is the speed of sound, Tis

temperature, and Bi is the cutoff frequency for each polarization expressed in
degrees K.

Using, approximations, the minimum thermal conductivity can

be expressed as, [120]
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(2.58)

where, NA is the Avogadro number, m is the number of atoms in the molecule,
p is the density of the crystal structure, E is the value of Young's modulus,
and M is the atomic weight of the molecule.

The Debye temperature can be

expressed as, [120]
Ii 1/3 m '/) £'/2
_
'
Bo -3 .39 - N j
'/3 1/6 ·
kH
M P

(2.59)

The values with no porosity evaluated from the above formulas are
summarized in Table. 2. 11.

Figure 2.39 shows the comparison of

normalized thermal conductivity versus normalized temperature for the
oxide materials obtained in the present study.

The measured thermal

conductivity data in the present study was normalized to divide with the
calculated minimum thermal conductivity.

The temperature was also

normalized to divide with the calculated Debye temperature.

At the

normalized temperature in excess of around 1.5, all the data becomes
constant with the exception of SrRu03.

It seems the electric conductivity

affects the normalized temperature, as SrRu03 has ten times higher
conductivity than SrV03.

The normalized thermal conductivity of most

materials reached excess values of around 2 at high temperature.

In the

selection process, the parameter does not include the combinations of
thermal conductivity from the optical modes whose number increases as the
number of atoms per unit cell increases. Therefore, the minimum thermal
conductivity is estimated as a lower value than in reality.

The accuracy is

not good, but most materials show the same tendency of thermal conductivity.
Therefore the concept of minimum thermal conductivity may h elp the
screening process for the insulate candidate materials with low thermal
conductivity.

However it is fact that a new concept with no use of

experimental data, such as elastic property, is needed.
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Table 2.11

Caluculated mInImUm thermal conductivity and Debye
temperatures for oxide materials
Kmin

SrVOa
SrMoOa
SrRuOa
SrHf0 3
SBM1
SBM2
SBM3
BaSnOa
BaHf0 3
SrY204
BaY204
Ba3Y409

0.0

0.5

Bo[K]

[W/mK]

792
702
586
652
650
647
644
670
559
597
581
531

1.63
1.40
1.18
1.30
1.29
1.28
1.27
1.29
1.15
1.13
1.08
0.76

1.0

1.5

2.0

*

SrV0 3

51

SrRu0 3

83

SrHf0 3

1r

BaSn0 3

o

BaHf0 3

2.5

3.0

Normal ized tempe rat ure ,T IS D

Fig. 2.39 Comparison of normalized thermal conductivity versus normalized
temperature for the oxide materials obtained in the present study
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2.5. Summary
In this study, thermophysical properties of Sr and Ba senes
perovskite type oxides and alkaline earth and yttrium oxide materials on
bulk were systematically evaluated.

SrHf08, BaSn03, BaHf03, SrYz04,

BaY20" and Ba3Y, 09 show white, SrV03, SrFe03, and SrRu03 show black,
and Sr l' x Ba x Mo03 shows brown colors.

In the present study, the phase

transitions in 8rRu03 and 8rHf03 were observed from the HT-XRD analysis.
SrRu03 undergoes phase transitions, from orthorhombic (Pbnm) to
tetragonal (! 4 / mcm) at 800 K, and then transforms into cubic (Pm3m) at 950
K.

8rHf0 3 undergoes phase transitions, from orthorhombic (Pbnm) to

orthorhombic (Cmcl11) at 800 K, and then transforms into tetragonal
(r 4 / mcm) at 1000 K.

On the other hand, the other oxide materials have no

phase transition in the whole temperature range.

The average linear

thermal expansion coefficients cq are 1.13xlO·5 K' for 8rHf03, 1.03xlO· 5 Kl
for SrRu03, 7.98xl0· 6 Kl for SrMo03, 1.09xl0·5 Kl for SrYz0 4, and 1.08xl0· 5
Kl for BaY20, in the temperature range between 300 K and 1100 K, and
7.97xlO· 6 Kl for BaHf03 in the temperature range between 300 K and 1500
K.

The value of the thermal expansion of SrHf03 is slight higher than other

perovskite type oxides.

The peaks from the phase transitions are not

observed in the Cp curves of SrHf03 and SrRu03.
The thermal conductivity of most perovskites with the exception of
SrRu03 decreases when temperature increases.

On the other hand, the

thermal conductivity of SrRu03 increases when temperature increases and
molybdates have very high th ermal conductivity, which indicates that the
electronic contribution is predominant.

The melting temperature of 8rHf03

(3200 K) is higher than that of other perovskites.

For example, the melting

temperature of SrTi03 is 2170 K, and that of 8rZr03 is 2883 K.

For the

alkaline, Ba and 8r series perovskite type oxides, the products of al and Tm
show approximately the same value (al x Tm= 0.02) . However the thermal
expansion value of 8rHf0 3 is slightly higher than the other perovskites.
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The thermal conductivity is dependent on the relation of the tolerance factor.
Because it shows a linear correlation in each Sr and Ba series, the phonon
conductivity is dependant on crystal symmetry.

Low symmetry of crystal

structure has a more advantage than a solute effect of heavy ions for the
reduction of the thermal conductivity of materials.

There are obvious

correlations between the tolerance factor and elastic constants.

It is

considered that the symmetry of a crystal is relevant to inter ionic bonding
states, therefore the tolerance factor has affected the elasticity-characteristic
of the material.
The electrical resistivity of SrVOa, SrRu03, and molybdates are
respectively of an order of magnitude of 10'4 and 10'6 Om.

The electrical

resistivity of the perovskites shows positive temperature dependence,
indicating metallic behavior.

The Seebeck coefficient of SrRuOa and

SrMo03 is positive, showing that the majority of charge carriers are holes.
The Seebeck coefficient of SrVOa and BaMo03 is negative, showing that the
majority of charge carriers is electron.

The Seebeck coefficient values of

SrV03,SrRu03, SrMoO a, and SrMoO a are respectively around 10-40
30-40

~VK1,

30

~VK1,

4-9

~VK1.

~VK1,

Making the solid solution rather lower

than the value in molybdate.

The thermal conductivity of SrRuOa increases

when temperature increases.

On the other hand, the thermal conductivity

of molybdates decreases when temperature increases.

In molybdates,

making a solid solution did not succeed in the decrease of the thermal
conductivity.

The maximum value of the ZT in molybudates is 0.015 on

BaMoOa at around 470 K.

The maximum value of the ZT obtained in the

present study is 0.03 on SrRuOa at around 573-773 K.
The thermal conductivity of SrHfOa is 5.2 Wm-1Kl at room
temperature, and it reaches to 2.5-3.0 Wm-1Kl in high temperature.

The

thermal conductivity of SrHfOa at high temperature is slightly higher than
the thermal conductivity of YSZ, around 2 Wm-1Kl.

It is necessary to

decrease it more to apply it as a new substitute for thermal barrier coating
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material, a replacement ofYSZ.

SrHf03 is slightly higher than YSZ in both

the linear thermal expansion coefficient and melting temperature.

This

particular base of thermal expansion coefficient and melting temperature
has the possibility of practical use.

The thermal conductivity of SrY2 0 4

decreases when temperature mcreases.

The thermal conductivity of

BaY204 was 3.9 Wm"K' at 298 K, and decreases when temperature
mcreases.

The values of thermal conductivity of SrYz0 4 at 300 and 1200 K

are 7.6 and 3.4 Wm'lK" respectively.

The average linear thermal

expansion coefficients of SrY204 and BaY2 0 4 are 10.9xl0· 6 Kl and 1.08 x 10'5
Kl, respectively.

SrYz0 4 and BaY20 4 have a potential to be utilized as TBC

materials because they have high temperature stability and a large enough
thermal expansion coefficient.

However, innovative TBCs require the

overall performance, such as low thermal conductivity «2 Wm-1Kl), high
thermal expansion coefficient conductivity (>9xl0- 6 Kl), a stable phase,
chemical resistance, a low sintering rate, and high fracture toughness.
Therefore more systematic research using wide range tools, such as
computer simulation screening and thermal cycle experiment, is needed for
the development of new candidates of TBC and TE materials.
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In this chapter, the author described the thermal conductivity of Ti0 2 and
ZrO z films with different microstructures prepared by metal-organic
chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD).
provide

highly

pure

nanomet er-scale levels.

materials

This atomistic deposition method can
with

microstructure

at

atomic

or

The author then discusses the microstructure and

thermal conductivity.

3.1. Introduction
The thermal conductivity of oxide films is very important in various
engineering areas, such as TECs [1 ,2] and TEs [3,4J.

In TEC applications, a

low thermal conductivity will provide greater insulation and permit both
higher turbine operating temperatures and higher thermal efficiency.

In

TE applications, an effective material must have a low thermal conductivity
in order to maintain a temperature gradient in the material.

Therefore, the

reduction of thermal conductivity has been attempted in both TEC and TE
research to increase system reliability and performance [3,4].

Generally, a

material's thermal conductivity is determined by not only the atomic scale
structure, such as the chemical composition and the crystal structure, but
also the microstructure.

In other words, it is possible to control the thermal

conductivity by tuning the material's microstructures, such as nanopores,
nanoclacks, microclacks and morphology.

Accurate knowledge of the

thermal conductivity of films with different microstructures is important.
Titanium dioxide (Ti02) films [5,6] are widely used in various
engineering areas such as optical [7] and electrical device applications [8]
and photo catalysts [9], yet their thermal conductivity has been scarcely
reported.

Ti02 is not a suitable material for TEC and TE applications.

However the microstructur e design of Ti0 2 contributes actively to the
application.

Zirconium dioxide (Zr02) films are widely used in vanous

engineering applications, such as TECs [10] , dielectric layers [11], sensors
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[12] and fuel cells [13] , because of their heat resistance, environmental
resistance, high strength and ion conducting.

The relationships between

physical properties and microstructures of undoped zirconium films have
rarely been established, until now.

In these days, only the relationship on

mechanical property was reported [14].
is ionic crystal.
structure.

Zr02 composed of Zr4+ and 0 2. ions

The crystal structure at high temperature is a fluorite

The Zr 4+ ion is much smaller in comparison to the 0 2. ion, that as

the thermal vibration of a crystal lattice goes down, the cubic structure
transforms to a tetragonal, then to a monoclinic structure.

For TBC and TE

applications, the reduction of thermal conductivity has been attempted in
order to increase the reliability and performance of the materials.

3.2. Experimental procedures
3.2.1. Sample preparation
A vertical cold-wall·type low·pressure MOCVD apparatus was used
to prepare the films.
Ti(O- iC 3 H 7 )4

Figure 3.1 shows the schematic view of the apparatus.

(titanium tetra-iso-propoxide

[TTIP];

99.999%,

Kojundo

Chemical Laboratory) and Zr(O· tC 4 Hg)4 (Zirconium tetra -tertiary-butoxide
[ZTB]; 99.99%, Kojundo Chemical Laboratory) were used as precursors,
vaporized at 338 K and 336 K (1 Torr of the vapor pressure), and carried with
high-purity argon (99.9999%) gas at a flow rate of 50 mllmin.

The precursor

vapor was mixed with high-purity oxygen (99.9999%) gas at a flow rate of
100 ml/min and pre-heated at 353, 433 K before being introduced into the
reactor.

The total gas pressure in the reactor was controlled by the

pumping speed wile using a rotary pump (ULVAC, G-lOOn).

The films were

deposited on fused silica (20x20x1 mm) for characterizations, and on
borosilicate glasses (2.5x12.5xO.03 mm, D-263, Schott Desag) for thermal
conductivity measurements under total pressures of 150 and 660 Pa for Ti02
and Zr02, and on a (100) face of NaCl single crystal (20x20x2 mm, Furuuchi
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Ch emica]) substrate under a total press ure of 150 Pa for Ti02.

Ti0 2 thin

films were deposited on titanium plates (99.5%, 20x20x1 mm, Nilaco) and
platinum plates (99.98%, 20x20x1 mm, Nilaco).

The plates were buffed

with alumina compounds whose sizes were 0.05 microns after polishing with
#1200 SiC paper. The substrates were washed in acetone with ultrasonic
cleaning. The substrate-free Ti02 film was prepared by removing t h e NaCI
substr ate in deionized water (See Fig.3.2 .).

For TiOz deposition, the

deposition temperature and time were chosen to be 673, 773, 873 K and 1, 2,
3 h ours, respectively. For Zr02 deposition, t he substrates were heated from
573 to 873 K and t h e deposition time was chosen to be 1 hour.

pressure

substrate

precursor
heater

thermocouple

Fig. 3.1 Schematic view of MOCVD aparatus
Ti02 film

Substrate-free
Ti02 film
NaCI substrate

wa~r

' " Distilled
Fig. 3.2 Schematic view of the preparation method of substrate-free Ti02 film
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3.2.2. Sample characteristics
The XRD using eu Ka radiation was performed to r eveal the growth
orientation of the films on borosilicate glasses and fused silica substrates.
The morphology of the films on borosilicate glasses and fused silica
substrates were observed by a field-emission scanning electron microscope
(FE-SEM).

The thicknesses of the films and grain size on the top surface

wer e evaluated from the FE-SEM images.

To determine the composition of

the films on fus ed silica substrates, 2.6 MeV p+ and 1.0 MeV d+, whose
beams were generated by a 5SDH'2 tandem Pelletron accelerator in Kobe
University, were used for Rutherford backscattering spectroscopy (RBS) and
nuclear reaction analysis (NRA), resp ectively (See Fig.3.3.).

RBS and NRA

can detect minute impurities with high accuracy, since the analysis uses the
interaction of the ion beam and the solid.

RBS and NRA are useful methods

of analysis for quantification of h eavy elements and light elements,
re spectively.

The principle of RBS is based on the fact that the Rutherford

scattered ion energy into the direction of an atom that is different in atomic
weight. The energy EJ of the scattered particle detect ed with the detection
angle of f) is expressed by the energy and momentum conservation laws as,
2

E ={MI COSf)+(M,'- M I' Sin f)) I!'}'E
I
M 1+ M ,
0'

(3.1)

where M 1, M2 and Eo are a mass of an incident ion, a mass of an atom at rest
and an incident energy.

The scattered particle then loses the kinetic energy

by the time it reaches to the surface.
M

I

=

The energy loss /',E1 is a s follows ,

4,;,,1 8 .'0)( dE)

1
o

- - dx.

(3.2)

dx

The differential scattering cross section is expressed by

r

[\1- ((Mil M , )sinf))2pi + cosf)
\1 - ((MI 1M , )sinf))' pi

(3.3)
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where do-s(E)/dQ is the angular differential scattering cross section, E is the
energy generated when the ion impacts with a particle, and e is the charge of
electron, e 2 =14.4 eVA.

On the other hand, products of a nuclear reaction

taking place at the depth x are traced in NRA.

The yield d Yof the lighter

reaction products originating in the region between depths x and x + dx is
expressed by,
dY

= Q do-, (E) Ndxt:. {}
d {}

(3.4)

,

where Q is the reaction Q-value (the difference in static energy between the
states of the beginning and the end of the reaction), q(E) is the total nuclear
fusion cross section in eMS,

Q

target atoms per unit volume.

is the solid angle and N is the number of
No filter was located on the solid-state

detector (SSD) for RBS positioned at an angle of 160 degrees with 2.1 m
steradians of a solid angle.

The SSD for NRA positioned at an angle of 140

degrees with 2.1 m steradians was set up with an Al filter (12.5 ~m
thickness).

The details of the RBS and NRA measurements can be found in

the references [15-17].

Probe beam
2.6 MeV-p+
1.0 MeV-d+

RBS-SSD
NRA-SSD

Sample
Fig. 3.3 Schematic view of experimental apparatus used for RBS and NRA
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3.2.3. Thermal properties

The

thermal

conductivity

of the

in-plane

direction

of the

substrate· free TiOz film, and of Ti02 and Zr02 films on borosilicate glasses
was measured by an alternating current CAC) calorimetric method [18]
(Laser PIT, ULVAC) in the temperature range of 300 to 470 K.
heated by a modulated laser beam.

Samples are

In a one· dimensional system, the

equation of heat conduction is given by,

oT =Do'T.

at

(3.5)

ox' .

where T is the temperature, t is time, D is the thermal diffusivity of the
sample, and xis the distance from the irradiated position.

The temperature

wave at x = 0 is given as
T

= To exp(imt) ,

(3.6)

where To is a constant and m is the angular frequency.

The heat conduction

equation is solved and the temperature wave at xis given by
T = To exp( -kx) exp[i(m{ - kx)],

where 11k is the thermal diffusion length.

(3.7)

As the irradiated portion of the

sample x changes, the ac temperature response is measured by a
thermocouple attached to the opposite face of the sample [19].

By analyzing

the amplitude decay and the phase shift of the ac temperature as a function
of the spatial distance between the irradiated portion and the thermocouple,
the logarithmic decrement of the amplitude ka and phase shift increment k p
can be obtained.

If there is no heat loss from the surfaces, ka and k p do not

coincide with each other.

When the thermal diffusivity of a sample is low,

heat loss effects should be taken into account, and true k can be obtained
from the following equation [20].
(3.8)

The thermal diffusivity of the sample can be derived from the following
equation,
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k

=~ 2~ =

t:;

(3.9)

where f is the frequency of the laser.

From this result, true thermal

diffusivity can be obtained from the amplitude and the phase of ac
temperature. When a film is deposited on a half-surface of the rectangular
substrate, the apparent thermal diffusivities of the deposited region (film +
substrate) DIJl2 and the non-deposited region (substrate) DOl are expressed by
the following equations .

= DoCod o + D1C1d l + D,C2 d,

D
01'

Codo + C1d l + C, d ,

-

= DoCod o + D1C1d l

D
01

(3.10)

(3.11)

Coda +C1d l

where suffixes 0, 1, and 2 denote the blackening layer, substrate layer, and
film layer, respectively.

Eq. (3.12) is obtained by Eq. (3.10) and Eq. (3.11) .

The thermal conductivity of the film , ,h, is then given by Eq. (3.13) .
(3.12)
(3.13)
where C are the specific heat capacities per unit volume of solids.
Assuming that the thickness of the blackening layer is too small to compare
with the thickness of the film layer, Eq. (3.13) can be reduced to Eq. (3.14).
(3.14)
The thermal conductivity of the film,

)'2

was determined by using Eq. (3.14) .

The thermal diffusivities of the deposited region (thin film+substrate), D012,
and the non-deposited region (substrate), Dol, were determined by the
measurement.

The thickness of the substrate and the thin film, d1 and d2 ,

were determined by SEM images.

When the specific heat capacity per unit

volumes of the substrate, Ct and of the sample, G, are known, the ratio of
the specific heat capacity per unit volume, G/ C1 , are can be calculated. The
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specific heat capacity per unit mass of a solid is the same regardless of its
crystalline or other state, but the densities can differ depending on the
amorphous or crystalline state and other factors.

Assuming that there is no

difference in chemical composition between the bulk material and the film,
and that there are no significant vacancies in the film, the specific heat
capacity per unit mass of the film will be the same as that of the bulk
material.
0.5 Hz.

The experiment was performed in the frequency range of 0.1 to
The measurement was performed under a vacuum «0.01 Pa),

produced using a turbo-molecular pump, to eliminate the effect of air layers.
The substrate and frame materials are borosilicate glass of D263
having thicknesses of 30 and 200 flm respectively, supplied by DESAG
(Schott Group).

The substrate was processed to a width of 2.5 mm with no

uniformity less than ±0.3 %, and has a length of 12.5 mm.

It has a specific

heat capacity per unit volume of 1.80x106 J·m- 3 X-] and a thermal diffusivity
of 5.6x10· 7 m 2 ·s-1 [21].

The whole surface of the deposited sample was

coated with less than 100 nm-thick bismuth by physical vapor deposition
(PVD), such as the plasma sputtering method and the resistance heating
method.

A thermocouple was attached to the central opposite sample.

3.3. Results and Discussion
3.3.1. Morphology
The state of Ti02 films and the interface adherence between the films
and fused silica substrates, deposited in neither the deposition temperature
of 673, 773 K nor the pre-heated at 353 K, were not exact to measure thermal
conductivity.

Therefore the deposition temperature and the pre-heated

temperature for the deposition on fused silica, and borosilicate glasses for
the measurement of thermal conductivity were determined to be 873 K and
433 K, respectively.

Figure 3.3 shows the FE-SEM images of the Ti02 films
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deposited on fused silica substrate under a total pressure of 150 Pa in the
deposition temperature of 873 K and the pre-heat t emperature of 433 K for a
deposition time of an hour.

The faceted texture of the surface (Fig. 3.3(a»

and the dense texture of the cross section (Fig. 3.3(b» were obtained in the
film deposited at 150 Pa.

The rough area in the middle of the SEM images

indicates the Ti02 film.

The smooth area in the lower side of the SEM

images indicates the fused silica substrate.

Figure 3.4 shows the FE-SEM

images of the Ti02 films deposited on fused silica substrate under a total
pressure of 660 Pa in the deposition temperature of 873 K and the pre-heat
temperature of 433 K for a deposition time of an hour.

The top surface of

the mm deposited at 660 Pa reveals a similar faceted texture with the film
deposited at 150 Pa (See Fig. 3.4(a).).

On the other hand, a cross sectional

morphology ofthe film deposited at 660 Pa (See Fig. 3.4(b) .) shows a different
tendency.

The majority of the texture reveals the columnar t exture with

feather-like striations (Fig. 3.4.(c-d» . The dendritic texture (Fig. 3.4(e-f))
was obtained particularly in the upper part of the feather-like texture.
Figure 3.4. (d) and Fig. 3.4.(f) are expanded SEM images of the squared areas
in Fig. 3.4.(c) and Fig. 3.4.(c-d), r espectively.

Jung et al. reported that small

particle crystals were observed in the bottom of the deposited film and small
columnar crystal was grown and increasing in size with the crystal growth,
because the surface area did not increase with the crystal growth [22].
first phase of the crystal growth, crystal nucleation, occurred.

The

The nuclei

grew and coalesced to grow a small size columnar structure which was
finally grown to a large-size columnar structure.

The thickness of films

deposited at 150 Pa (dense texture) and 660 Pa (feather-like texture) have
18.2 flm and 24.2 flm , respectively.

Generally, a fast deposition is caused by

a high deposition temperature and high sup ersaturation.

In addition, the

high supersaturation interferes with the diffusion on the surface.

Therefore,

higher pressure produces a more complex texture in the present study.

The

feather-like texture at high pressure was always obtained with a higher
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growth rate than the dense texture at low pressure usmg the same
deposition time.

The higher pressure (surpersaturation) brought a

multinucleation growth.

Therefore the columnar texture of the film

deposited on borosilicate substrates at 660 Pa was obtained by the growth of
a small nucleus.

On the other hand, the lower pressure (surpersaturation)

gave a single nucleation growth.

Therefore the dense texture of the film

deposited at 150 Pa was obtained by the collision and merging of enlarged
islands with adjoining ones.

In the present case, changing the reaction

parameter (total pressure) brought the change in the morphology.

Only the

career gas was changed to N2 in the total deposition pressure of 150 Pa.
The FE'SEM images of the film deposited with using N2 career gas is shown
in Fig. 3.5. The morphology was similar with the morphology deposited
using AI gas.
11m.

However, the thickness of the film was a smaller value, 5.2

Therefore the difference in career gas influences the deposition rate.

The result shows that N2 gas blocks the crystal growth, because the
absorptive capacity of N2 is higher than that of AI.

Fig. 3.3 Surface (a) and cross' sectional (b) SEM images of the film deposited
at 150 Pa on fused silica.

The rough area in the middle of the

pictures is deposited Ti02 film.

The smooth area in the lower side

of the pictures is the fused silica substrate.
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(a)

(b)

(d)

(0
Fig. 3.4 Surface (a) and cross-sectional (b-O SEM Images of the film
deposited at 660 Pa on fused silica.

(d) and (0 are enlarged

pictures of the squared areas in (c) and (c-d), respectively.
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(b)

(a)

Fig. 3.5 Surface (a) and cross-sectional (b) SEM images of the film deposited
using N2 carrier gas at 150 Pa on fused silica.

Figure 3.6 shows the FE-SEM images of the Ti02 films deposited at
150 Pa in a deposition time from 1 hour to 3 hours, and 660 Pa for a

deposition time from 1 hour to 2 hours on borosilicate glasses.
films

deposited

150

Pa with borosilicate

The Ti02

glasses indicated similar

morphology with the texture of Ti02 films on fused silica substrate.
surface of each film shows similar faceted texture.

The

The every cross section

of the films deposited at 150 Pa shows dense texture.

The majority of the

cross sectional morphology of the film deposited at 660 Pa reveals the
columnar texture with feather-like striations partly obtaining the dendritic
texture.

The thickness and grain size of films with borosilicate glasses

increased with increasing deposition time.
Table. 3.1.

The values are summarized in

An average deposition rate was evaluated from each thickness.

The films deposited at 150 Pa (dense texture) have an average deposition
rate of 3.2

~m

hoi.

On the other hand, the films deposited at 660 Pa

(feather-like texture) have an average deposition rate of 5.7 ~m hoi.
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(c)

(d)

(£')
Fig. 3.6 Surface (a,c,e,g,i) and cross-sectional (b,d,f,h,j) SEM images of the
fIlm deposited on borosilicate glass.

(a,b) Ti02 fIlm deposited in 150

Pa for 1 hr, (c,d) Ti02 fIlm deposited in 150 Pa for 2 hrs, (e,£') Ti02
fIlm deposited in 150 Pa for 3 hrs, (g,b) Ti02 fIlm deposited in 660 Pa
for 1 hr, (i,j) Ti02 fIlm deposited in 660 Pa for 2 hrs.
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(j)

Fig. 3.6 Surface (a,c,e,g,i) and cross' sectional (b,d,f,h,j) SEM images of the
film deposited on borosilicate glass.

(a,b) Ti02 film deposited in 150

Pa for 1 hr, (c,d) Ti02 film deposited in 150 Pa for 2 hrs, (e,O Ti02
film deposited in 150 Pa for 3 hrs, (g,h) Ti02 film deposited in 660 Pa
for 1 hr, (i,j) Ti02 film deposited in 660 Pa for 2 hrs.
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Fig. 3.7 '1102 fIlm thickness versus deposition time for the exposures of 150
Pa and 660 Pa at the deposition temperature of 873 K.

Table 3.1 Preparation conditions, textural characteristics, and thermal
conductivity values at room temperature of '1102 films deposited
on borosilicate substrates.
Total

Film

Grain

Thermal

thickness

Slze

conductivity at

[11 m]

[11m]

R.T. [Wm'lKl]

3.8

360

5.1

7.2

490

6.3

8.9

750

6.7

Deposition
pressure

Morphology
time [hour]

[Pal
150

1
Dense

150

2
texture

106

150

3

660

1

feather-like

4.9

210

0.24

660

2

texture

11.8

730

0.57
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Figure 3.8(a,b) shows the cross-sectional SEM images ofthe Ti0 2 film
deposited on NaCl substrate and the substrate·free Ti02 film deposited at
150 Pa.

The rough area in the middle of the SEM images is deposited Ti0 2

film. The smooth area in the lower side of the SEM images is the NaCl
single crystal substrate.

The morphology is a similar texture with the film

deposited at 150 Pa on fused silica and borosilicate substrates.

However,

the microstructure shows a softer grain boundary than the film deposited on
borosilicate substrates, and a smooth surface without a faceted texture.
The thickness of the substrate-free film was 20.0 flm.

The deposition rate

using NaCl substrate is higher than those using borosilicate substrates
because the nucleation mechanism is different.

It is probable that the

growth of the films deposited on borosilicate substrates and NaCl substrates
are the Volmer-Weber regime and the Frank-van der Merve regime due to
the difference in substrates, respectively.

The formation of a faceted texture

on borosilicate substrates brought a lower deposition rate than that on NaCl
substrates.

It seems that the ionic structure and the surface condition of

the substrates gave the smooth surface and the higher deposition rate.

(b)

(a)

Fig. 3.8 Cross-sectional SEM images offractured (a) Ti02 film on NaCl single
crystal and (b) substrate-free Ti02 film.

(a) The rough area in the

middle of the pictures is deposited Ti02 film.

The smooth area in

the lower side of the images is the NaCl single crystal substrate.
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Figure 3.9a shows the FE-SEM images of the Ti02 films deposited on
Pt substrate under a total pressure of 150 Pa in the deposition temperature
of 673 K and 873 K and the pre-heat temperature of 433 K in a deposition
time of an hour.

The deposition temperature, the deposition time and film

thickness of subscripts of (a,b), (c,d) and (e,f) are 673 K, 673 K and 873 K, 3
min, 9 min and 3 min, and 190 nm, 600 nm and 520 nm.

The thickness was

increasing when both increasing deposition time and deposition temperature.
The morphology of the surface was faceted texture in all deposition
conditions.
at 673 K.

The dense texture of cross sectional morphology was obtained
The columnar texture of cross sectional morphology was obtained

at 873 K.
Figure 3.9b shows the FE-SEM images of the Ti02 films deposited on
Ti substrate under a total pressure of 150 Pa in the deposition temperature
of 673 K and the pre-heat temperature of 433 K in a deposition time of an
hour.

In some sample preparations, the carrier gas was bypassed from the

bubbler.

The volume of total Ar gas, bubbled carrier gas and bypassed

dilution gas was kept at 50 sccm.

The rate of bubbled Ar of subscripts of

(g,h), (i,j) and (k,J) are 50 scem, 50 scem and 15 secm.

The deposition time

and film thickness of subscripts of (g,h), (i,j) and (k,J) are 9 min, 15 min and
30 min, and 170 nm, 350 nm and 420 nm.
with increasing deposition time.

The thickness was increasing

The morphology of surface was changed

from a circular texture to a faceted texture with increasing deposition time.
The dome-shaped dense texture of cross sectional morphology was obtained
in all deposition conditions.
Figure 3.9c shows the FE-SEM images of the Ti02 films deposited on
Ti substrate under a total pressure of 150 Pa in the deposition temperature
of 773 K and the pre-heat temperature of 433 K in a deposition time of an
hour.

The rate of bubbled Ar of subscripts of (m,n), (o,p), (q,r), (s,t) and (u,v)

are 50 sccm, 50 sccm, 25 secm, 25 scem and 15 sccm.

The deposition time

and film thickness of subscripts of (m,n), (o,p), (q,r), (s,t) and (u,v) are 5 min,
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6 min, 8 min, 15 min and 15 min, and 150 nm, 390 nm, 210 nm, 560 nm and
620 nm.

The thickness was increasing with increasing deposition time.

The columnar texture of cross sectional morphology was obtained in the
whole deposition conditions.
Figure 3.9d shows the FE-SEM images of the Ti02 films deposited on
Ti substrate under a total pressure of 150 Pa in the deposition temperature
of 873 K and the pre'heat temperature of 433 K in a deposition time of an
hour.

The deposition time and film thickness of subscripts of (w,x) and (y, z)

are 1 min and 3 min, and 200 nm and 680 nm.
increasing with increasing deposition time.
was a faceted texture.

The thickness was

The morphology of the surface

The columnar texture of cross sectional morphology

was obtained in all deposition conditions.
Figure 3.10 shows the relationship between the thickness and
deposition time.

The film thickness was linearly increasing with the

deposition time.

The deposition rate calculated from the experimental

results is shown in Fig. 3.11 .

The deposition rate deposited on Pt is

extremely higher than the deposition rate deposited on Ti.

From the

relationship between the deposition rate and substrate temperature, the
activation energy can be determined.

The activation energy deposited on Pt

and Ti with the bubbling gas rate of 50 sccm and 15 sccm was determined to
be 27.1 kJ moP, 57.2 kJ moP and 57.3 kJ moP.

The activation energy

means the energy required to excite it from the ground state of the starting
material to the transition state of the reaction.

The activation energy of the

deposition on Pt is approximately 30 kJ moP lower than that of the
deposition on Ti by the catalysis of Pt.

Therefore it seems that the average

deposition rate on Pt is higher than the average deposition rate on Ti..
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(b)

(t)
Fig. 3.9a Surface (a,c,e) and cross-sectional (b,d,t) SEM images of the Ti02
film deposited on Pt in 150 Pa at the deposition temperature of 673
K (a-d) and 873 K (e,t) . (a,b) deposited at 673 K for 3 min, (c,d)
deposited at 673 K for 9 min, (e,t) deposited at 873 K for 3 min
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(g)

(h)

(k)

Fig. 3.9b Surface (g,i,k) and cross·sectional (h,j,l) SEM images of the Ti02
film deposited on Ti in 150 Pa at the deposition temperature of 673 K.
(g,h) deposited for 9 min with 50 seem, (i,j) deposited for 15 min with
50 seem, (k,l) deposited for 3 min with 15 seem
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(u)

(v)

Fig. 3.9c Surface (m,o,q,s,u) and cross-sectional (n,p,r,t,v) SEM images ofthe
Ti02 film deposited on Ti in 150 Pa at the deposition temperature of

773 K.

(m,n) deposited for 5 min with 50 sccm, (o,p) deposited for 6

min with 50 sccm, (q,r) deposited for 8 min with 25 sccm, (s,t)
deposited for 15 min with 25 sccm, (u,v) deposited for 15 min with 15
secm
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(w)

(y)

(z)

Fig. 3.9d Surface (w,y) and cross·sectional (x,z) SEM images of the Ti02 film
deposited on Ti in 150 Pa at the deposition temperature of 873 K.
(w,x) deposited for 1 min with 50 sccm, (y,z) deposited for 3 min with
50 sccm
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The preparation conditions and the sample characteristics of Zr02
films deposited on fused silica substrates are summarized in Table 3.2.
From the morphology and the adhesion between film and substrate, the
deposition conditions on borosilicate

glass for

thermal conductivity

measurement were determined to be 723 K for the deposition temperature
and 353 K for the preheating temperature.

The surface and cross-sectional

SEM images of six typical specimens of the products in the several deposition
conditions are shown in Fig.3.12.

The morphology of the surface shows a

similar rough circle texture. However the morphology of the cross-section
shows a different tendency.

In the films deposited in the total pressure of

160 Pa, the number of the grain boundaries increased when increasing the
deposition temperature.

The morphology of the films deposited in 160 Pa

was changed from a granule texture deposited at 673 K to a columnar
texture deposited at 873 K.

On the other hand, the number of the grain

boundary was decreased when increasing the deposition temperature in the
film deposited under the total pressure of 660 Pa. The morphology of the
films deposited in 660 Pa was changed from a columnar texture deposited at
673 K to a cauliflower-shaped texture deposited at 773 K.

Figure 3.13

shows the Zr0 2 film thickness versus deposition temperature for exposure of
160 Pa and 660 Pa for an hour.

The Zr02 growth was not measurable at

T<573 K in the present study.

The film growth was increased when

increasing the deposition temperature in the temperature range of 573 > T >
723 K (reaction-limited region).
(diffusion-limited region).
total pressure.

At T>723 K, the film growth was saturated

The film growth shows a similar dependency on

The thickness of the Zr02 films deposited in 660 Pa is

slightly higher than the thickness of the Zr02 films deposited in 160 Pa.
The Arrhenius plot of the Zr02 growth rate versus T'l is shown in Fig.3.14.
The activation energy was determined to be 54.9 kJ moP for the total
pressure of 160 Pa and 50.5 kJ moP for the total pressure of 660 Pa.
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Table 3.2 Preparation conditions, structural characteristics and room
temperature thermal conductivity values of Zr02 fIlms.
Deposition

Preheating

Total

Cross

temperature

temperature

pressure

sectional

[KJ

[KJ

(pal

morphology

573

353

160

Smooth

X

0.1

623

353

160

Smooth

X

2.0

673

353

160

Granular

0

4.5

673

433

160

Granular

X

2.9

723

353

160

Granular

0

8.7

773

353

160

Granular

X

8.5

873

353

160

Columnar

X

8.1

623

353

660

Smooth

X

2.8

673

353

660

Columnar

6.

5.5

723

353

660

Cauliflower

0

10.7

773

353

660

Cauliflower

X

10.5

Film
adhesion thickness
[I-Iml
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(g)

(h)

G)

Fig. 3.12 Surface (a,c,e,g,i,k) and cross-sectional (b,d,f,h,j,I) SEM images of
the Zr02 mms deposited at the deposition temperature of 673-873
Kat 150 Pa and 660 Pa on fused silica.

(a,b) 673 K, 160 Pa, (c,d)

723 K, 160 Pa, (e,O 873 K, 160 Pa, (g,h) 673 K, 660 Pa, (i,j) 723 K,
660 Pa, (k,I) 773 K, 660 Pa
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Fig. 3.13 Zr02 film thickness versus deposition temperature for the
exposures of 160 Pa and 660 Pa on fused silica.
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Fig. 3.14 Arrhenius plot of Zr02 growth rate versus T-! for the exposures of
160 Pa and 660 Pa on fused silica.
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Figure 3.15 shows the surface and cross"sectional SEM images of the
Zr02 films deposited on borosilicate glass at the deposition temperature of
723 Kin 160 Pa and 660Pa.

The morphology was a similar texture to the

ZrOz films deposited on fused silica substrates, the film deposited in 160 Pa
and 660 Pa.

The morphology of the films deposited in 160 Pa and 660 Pa

was a granule texture and a cauliflower-shaped texture, respectively.

The

film thickness deposited in 160 Pa and 660 Pa was 8.3 }.tm and 8.8 }.tm,
respectively.

(a)

(b)

(d)

Fig. 3.15 Surface (a,c) and cross"sectional (b,d) SEM images of the Zr02 films
deposited in 160 Pa (a,b) and 660 Pa (c,d) at the deposition
temperature of 723 K on borosilicate glass for 1 hour.
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3.3.2. Ch aracteristics

Figure 3.16 shows XRD patterns of the Ti02 films deposited at 150
Pa and 660 Pa on borosilicate glasses at the deposition temperature of 873 K.
The deposition time was 1-3 hours with literature data [23,241.

From the

XRD patterns, it is confirmed that the Ti02 films exhibit anatase structures
highly oriented to the (220) direction (70.3 degrees).

The films deposited on

fused silica substrate had similar anatase structures.

,

,
rut il e

I
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,I

I,

,

anata se
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,
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,
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,
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Diffracti on angle, 28 [degree]

Fig. 3. 16 XRD patt erns of t h e Ti02 films deposit ed at 150 Pa and 660 Pa.
Th e deposit ion time an d the substrates were 1-3 hours and
borosilicat e glass, respectively.
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Figure 3.17 shows XRD patterns of the Ti02 films deposited on Pd
substrate at 150 Pa at 673 and 873 K deposition temperatures with
published data [23-25].

From the XRD patterns, it is confirmed that the

Ti02 films exhibit polycrystalline anatase structures.

The diffraction peaks

attributed to the Pd substrate was also detected.
XRD patterns of the Ti02 films deposited on Ti substrate at 150 Pa at
673 K of deposition temperature are shown in Fig. 3.18(a) with published
data [23,24,26].

Whole films deposited at 673 K are identified as

polycrystalline anatase structures. The diffraction peaks attributed to the
Ti substrate were also detected.
Figure 3.18(b) shows XRD patterns of the Ti02 films deposited on Ti
substrate at 150 Pa at 773 K of deposition temperature with published data
[23,24,26].

The films deposited at 773 K are anatase structure and rutile

structure, which are indicated as compatible phases.

The ratio of the rutile

structure is increasing with the increase of the deposition temperature.
The diffraction peaks attributed to the Ti substrate were also detected.

The

increment of rutile content in Ti02 film decomposed from isopropyl titanate
was reported [27] . In the present study, the variance of rutile content was
not clearly determined.
Figure 3. 18(c) shows XRD patterns of the Ti02 films deposited on Ti
substrate at 150 Pa at 873 K of deposition temperature with published data
[23,24,26].

The films deposited at 873 K are anatase structure and rutile

structure, which are indicated as compatible phases.

The ratio of rutile

structure is increasing with the increase of the deposition temperature.
The diffraction peaks attributed to the Ti substrate were also detected.
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Fig. 3.17 XRD patterns of the Ti02 films deposited on Pd substrate at 150 Pa.
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Figure 3.19 shows XRD patterns of the Zr02 films deposited at 160
Pa and 660 Pa on fused silica at the deposition temperature of 673 K and 723
K for 1 hour with published data [28,291.

From the XRD patterns, the

crystal structure could not be definitely determined.

However it has been

confirmed that the monoclinic structure was formed slightly higher than the
tetragonal structure in the deposition at a lower temperature (a deposition
temperature of 673

ro,

and the obtained tetragonal structure was slightly

higher than the monoclinic structure in the Zr02 films deposited at a higher
temperature (a deposition temperature of 723

ro.

The Zr02 film deposited

at 673 Kin 160 Pa was not identified the structure because there is a narrow
peak around 30 degrees of the diffraction angle.

However the Zr02 films

deposited at 723 K seem to have a tetragonal structure.

Therefore the Zr02

films for the thermal conductivity measurement were prepared with using a
deposition temperature of 723 K.
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Fig. 3.19 Comparison of XRD patterns of Zr02 films deposited at various
deposition temperatures.
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The film densities on the fused silica and borosilicate glass were
evaluated based on the deposition area, the film thickness, and the weight
change before and after the deposition.

All the films have similar densities:

approximately 80-85% of the theoretical density.

The results are in

remarkable agreement with the back calculated density from the RBS
results.

A quantitative analysis of the amount of oxygen and amount of

carbon impurities in the films was performed using RES and NRA
measurements.

The back scatterings used in the present study are

expressed by the following equations,
(3.15)

~~Ti(P, Po)Ti

(3.16)

':O(p, Po)o

(3.17)

'tC(p,po)c

(3.18)

where p is irradiated proton and po is proton in the reaction without gamma
radiation.

The energy of proton detected at an angle of 160 degrees of the

reactions, eq.3.15, eq.3.16, eq.3.17 and eq.3.18, are 2490.31 keY, 2389.69 keY,
2039.54 keY and 1880.35 keY, respectively.

The nuclear reactions used in

the present study are expressed by the following equations,
(3.19)
(3.20)
(3.21)
where d is irradiated deuteron and PI is proton in the reaction with gamma
radiation.

The energy of proton detected at an angle of 140 degrees and the

cross section of the reactions, eq.3.19, eq.3.20 and eq.3.21, are 3038.82 keY,
2454.55 keY and 1666.03 keY (gamma radiation: 870.7 keY) and 28.2 mb, 1.0
mb and 11.04 mb, respectively.

The proton's kinetic energy drops 2752.19

keY, 2116.04 keY and 1202.54 keY by the Al filter (12.5 J.!m thickness) located
in front of the detector, respectively.

Figure 3.20 shows the comparison of

yield obtained under 2.6 MeV-p+ irradiation of Ti02 samples at an angle of
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160 degrees with no filter.

Figure 3.21 , Figure 3.22 and Figure 3.23 shows

the depth profile of density in the Ti02 bulk sample, Ti02 film deposited in
150 Pa and Ti02 film deposited in 660 Pa calculated from RBS profiles.

The

back calculated density from the RBS results are in remarkable agreement
with the geometric measured density.

The authors evaluated the

composition of each of the six samples: bulk Ti02 (as a reference sample),
Ti0 2 film deposited at 150 Pa (dense texture film) , Ti02 film deposited at 660
Pa (feather-like texture film), bulk Zr02 (as a reference sample), Zr02 film
deposited at 160 Pa (granule texture film), and Zr02 film deposited at 660 Pa
(cauliflower-shaped texture film).

The amounts of oxygen were comparable

among the samples from RBS and NRA measurements.

The values of O/Ti

of the films deposited at both 150 Pa and 660 Pa were 2.06 ± 0.0l.

The

values of O/Zr of the films deposited at 150 Pa and 660 Pa were 1.81 ± 0.01
and l. 77 ± 0.01, respectively.

Figure 3.24 shows the comparison of yield

obtained under 1.0 MeV-d+ irradiation of Ti02 samples at an angle of 140
degrees with the Al filter.

The amounts of carbon impurities differed

slightly: the feather-like textured Ti02 film contains over 2200 ± 13 ppm,
while the dense-textured Ti02 film and bulk Ti02 contain approximately 300
± 6 and 700 ± 7 ppm from the NRA measurement, respectively.

Figure 3.25

shows the comparison of yield obtained under l.0 MeV-d+ irradiation of Zr02
samples

at

an

angle

of

140

degrees

with

the

Al

filter.

The

cauliflower-shaped textured Zr02 film contains over 3300 ± 18 ppm, while
the granule textured Zr02 film and bulk Zr02 contain approximately 500 ± 7
and 800 ± 7 ppm from the NRA measurement, respectively.

The reason for

the difference in carbon impurity between the feather-like texture ofthe Ti02
film and the cauliflower-shaped texture of the Zr02 film , and the dense
texture of the TiOz film and the granule texture of the Zr02 film is associated
with the increasing film growth rate deposited at 660 Pa compared with 150
Pa.

The decomposition of the precursor may not be completed.

Therefore

it seems that a higher impurity is immobilized in the film deposited at 660
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Pa.

Cameron et al. studied the reaction mechanism with Auger and

infrared analysis [30] . Zr02 films were grown in the milliTorr range on
Si(lOO) using ZTB.

The carbon levels in the Zr02 film increased with
It seems that the higher deposition rate

increasing deposition temperature.

leads to more carbon revels in the film deposited by MOCVD.
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Fig. 3.20 Comparison of yield obtained under 2.6 MeV-p+ irradiation of Ti02
samples at an angle of 160 degrees with no filter
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Fig. 3.24 Comparison of yield obtained under 1.0 MeV-d+ irradiation of Ti02
samples at an angle of 140 degrees with the AI filter
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samples at an angle of 140 degrees with the AI filter

3.3.3. Thermal properties of oxide films
Figure 3,26 shows the thermal conductivity of the TiOz films
deposited in 150 Pa and 660 Pa a s a function of te mperature.

The thermal

conductivity varies dramatically, depending on the microstructure.

The

thermal conductivity of the dense-textured Ti0 2 films deposited at 150 Pa is
approximately 6.0 Wm'lKl at room t e mperature , slightly below that of bulk
Ti02, which is 8.5 Wm'l K' [31].

This is caused by the low density of the

films (80'85% T,D.) compared with that of the bulk sample (100% TD.).

The

substrate-free Ti02 film depo sited at 150 Pa indicates the same tendency of
the dense-texture d Ti02 film s on the borosilicate glass substrate, indicating
that

the

substrate

measurement,

h as

n o in flu en ce

on

the

thermal

conductivity

On the other hand, the thermal conductivity of the

feather-like textured Ti0 2 films deposited at 660 Pa is extremely low:
approximately 0,5 Wm 'lK l at r oom tempera ture.

The thermal conductivity

of the dense'textured Ti02 films exhibits a T'] temperature dependence,
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indicating typical phonon conduction behavior.

On the other hand, the

thermal conductivity of the feather- like textured Ti0 2 films exhibits a nearly
flat temperature dependence.

Thin film materials are typically deposited

under nonequilibrium conditions that lead to microstructures unobtainable
in bulk form.

The minimum thermal conductivity shows the lowest possible

thermal conductivity for the material.

The estimated minimum thermal

conductivity is 2.07 Wm- 1Kl around room temperature.

The calculated

thermal conductivities of grain sizes of 17 nm and 4 nm using anharmonic
phonon-scattering

rates

determined

from

bulk

approximately 6 Wm-1Kl and 5 Wm-1K l [32] .

crystal

data

are

The measured thermal

conductivity of the feather-like textured Ti02 films deposited at 660 Pa is
extremely lower than the published data: approximately 0.5 Wm-1Kl at room
temperature.

Mun et al. investigated the heat treatment effect of thermal

conductivity of Ti0 2 film prepared by RF sputtering [33].

In the paper, the

thermal conductivity of in-plain direction increased when increasing the
gram Slze and the density of the heat treated films.

It seems that the

reduction of thermal conductivity is related to the grain boundary.
Hasselman et al. reported that microcracks with preferred orientations as a
function of the heat flow direction have the highest relative effect on physical
properties, such as thermal conductivity [34] .

Microcracks oriented

perpendicular to the heat flow direction could reduce the in-plane thermal
conductivity to less than one-tenth that of crack-free material.

The

feather-like texture films prepared in the present study contain a lot of grain
boundary oriented perpendicular to the heat flow direction.

One possible

reason for the significant reduction of thermal conductivity in the
feather-like textured Ti0 2 films is the existence of grain boundaries oriented
perpendicular to the heat flow direction.
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Fig. 3.26 Temperature dependence of the thermal conductivity of Ti02 films

Figure 3.27 shows the thermal conductivity of the Zr02 films
deposited at 160 Pa and 660 Pa as a function of temperature.

The

temperature dependence of thermal conductivity of Zr02 films shows a
different tendency compared with Ti02 films.

Both films deposited in 160

Pa and 660 Pa have low thermal conductivity, between approximately half
and one-quarter compared with Bulk.

The thermal conductivity of the

granule-textured Zr02 films deposited at 160 Pa and the cauliflower-shaped
textured Zr02 film deposited at 660 Pa is approximately 0.4 Wm'lKl and 0.6
Wm' lKl at room temperature, below that of bulk Zr02, which is 2.6 Wm'lK l

[35].

The low density of the films (80-85% T.D.) compared with that of the

bulk sample (100% T.D.) is one reason why the low thermal conductivity is
obtained.

In addition, both Zr02 films have many grain boundaries. There

are more grain boundaries in the granule texture Zr02 film deposited in 160
Pa compared with the cauliflower-shaped texture Zr02 film deposited in 660
Pa.

Therefore the Zr0 2 film deposited in 160 Pa has lower thermal

conductivity of in-plain direction than the Zr02 film deposited in 660 Pa.
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3.3.4. Thermal properties of other materials
The author evaluated the thermal conductivity of a practical isotropic
conductive adhesive (leA) comprising of an epoxy-based binder containing
flake-shaped and spherical Ag particles and ZYLON® HM, which consists of
rigid-rod chain molecules of poly(p-phenylene-2,6-benzobisoxazole) (PBO).
leA has been expected to be the prime candidate for interconnecting
materials m advanced electronics packaging systems.

ZYLON® HM

developed by TOYOBO is a new high-performance fiber used for a wide
range of application areas, such as protective cloths for flames or sparks,
sports, aerospace, industrial materials, and so on, because it has the best
intensity among the existing organic fibers and a decomposition temperature
of 923 K.

leA film specimens and ZYLON® HM fibers were provided by

Inoue [36] and Yamanaka [37], respectively.
The leA film specimens are composed by an epoxy-based binder
containing Ag filler flake-shaped and spherical particles.

In the leA film

specimens, the values of thermal conductivity in the horizontal direction
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were higher than those in the vertical direction because the flake-shaped
filler particles in the ICA film specimens oriented parallel to the horizontal
direction (in -plane direction) of the film specimens and perpendicular to the
vertical direction of the film specimens.

Therefore the quality of the

percolation network formed by the filler particles influenced the thermal
conductivity of the ICA film specimens.

The detailed results were reported

in the published paper by Inoue [36].
For the thermal conductivity evaluation of ZIRON® HM in the
length direction, the fibers were set in a bundle flattened parallel direction to
the heating laser to heat uniformly, because no signal was determined in the
trial of the thermal diffusivity measurement with a single fiber.

The

thermal diffusivities of ZIRON® HM obtained in the present study are
summarized in Table 3.3. The thermal conductivity was calculated using
the reference data of heat capacity at room temperature (1.56 Jcm-RK1)
reported by Takahashi and Hatta [38].

The thermal conductivity is

extremely higher than the other organic fibers in spite of the fact that
ZIRON® HM is an insulator material.

The reason why ZYRON® HM has

high the thermal conductivity may be because of the molecular chain
orientation in the length direction.

Fujishiro reported

the

mam

contribution to the thermal conductivity was from phonon conduction along
the molecular chain axis of fiber in the fiber and the phonon conduction was
limited by boundary-like scattering over the temperature range of 10-260 K
[39].

Figure 3.28 shows the temperature dependence of thermal diffusivity

and thermal conductivity of ZIRON:ID HM in the length direction.

The

thermal diffusivity and thermal conductivity decrease when the temperature
mcreases.

It seems that the phonon conduction is predominant in the

thermal conduction.

The value around room temperature obtained in the

present study is in good agreement with the reference data [38] .

The

thermal conductivity reported by Yamanaka, Takahashi, and Hatta was
measured using steady state method.
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calculated using the reference data of h eat capacity at room tem perature
(1.56 Jcm-3Kl) reported by Takahashi an d Hatta [38].

The evaluation of

t emp erature depen dence of the heat capacity is n eeded to figure out the
thermal property.

Table 3.3 The thermal diffusivity and thermal conductivit y of ZIRON® HM
Temperature

Thermal diffusivit y Thermal conductivity

[K]

[mm 2 s-1]

[Wm-1Kl]

304

26. 1 ± 2.2

40.8 ± 2. 1

325

23.7 ± 1.9

36.9 ± 2. 6

35 1

19.7 ± 1.7

30. 8 ± 3.2
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16.6 ± 1.2

25.9 ± 2.1
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3.4. Summary
The Ti02 and Zr02 films with different morphologies were grown by
MOCVD.

Ti02 films were deposited in the deposition temperature of 873 K

and the pre-heated temperature of 433 K.

From the XRD measurement, it

is confirmed that the Ti02 films exhibit anatase structures highly oriented to
the (220) direction (70.3 degrees).
150 Pa of the total pressure.

The dense texture films were obtained in

On the other hand, the feather-like texture

films were obtained in 660 Pa of the total pressure.

The substrate-free Ti0 2

film was also prepared by removing the NaCI substrate in deionized water.
Zr02 films were deposited in around a deposition temperature of 723 K and a
pre-heated temperature of 353 K.

In the films deposited in the total

pressure of 160 Pa, the number of grain boundaries increased when
increasing the deposition temperature.
in 160 Pa at 723 K.

The granule texture was obtained

On the other hand, the number of grain boundaries

decreased when increasing the deposition temperature in the film deposited
under the total pressure of 660 Pa.

The morphology of the films deposited

in 660 Pa at 673 K was a cauliflower-shaped texture.
A quantitative analysis of the amount of oxygen and amount of
carbon impurities in the TiOz and Zr02 films were performed using RBS and
NRA measurements.
samples.

The amounts of oxygen were comparable among the

However, the amounts of carbon impurities differed slightly: the

films deposited at 660 Pa contain high carbon impurities.

The amounts of

oxygen and carbon impurities are closely related to the deposition condition
of the films.
The relationship between the microstructure and the thermal
conductivity of the TiO z and Zr0 2 films was studied.

The dense-textured

Ti0 2 films exhibited slightly lower thermal conductivity than that of bulk
Ti0 2 ; this was a result of the low relative density of the Ti02 films .
feather-like

textured

Ti0 2 films

exhibited

extremely

low

The

thermal

conductivity -- below 0.5 Wm·1Kl -- which is probably due to the grain
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boundaries oriented perpendicular to the heat flow direction.

Both the

granule texture Zr02 film and cauliflower-shaped texture Zr02 film showed
low thermal conductivity, approximately 0.4 Wm-1Kl and 0.6 Wm-1K' at
room temperature.

There are more grain boundaries in the granule texture

film deposited in 160 Pa compared with the cauliflower-shaped texture film
deposited in 660 Pa.

Therefore the film deposited in 160 Pa had lower

thermal conductivity of in-plain direction than the film deposited in 660 Pa.
At the present time of writing, there is no innovative material on a
development of new candidate materials with higher efficiency than YSZ.
Therefore the research for a reduction of thermal conductivity from the view
point of the coating technology is needed.

The author has succeeded in

realizing the thermal conductivity tuning in the films by controlling the
microstructure.

The results obtained in the present study apply to both

TBe and TE designs for the development of high-performance materials.
This concept of a reduction of thermal conductivity has a potential to be a
practical application.

For the realization, additional researches, such as a

development of a high speed deposition technology of coatings with
microstructures and a method of providing grain boundaries oriented
perpendicular to the thickness direction is need for the future.
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In the present study, the author studied the thermophysical
properties of alkaline earth perovskite oxide materials and alkaline earth
and yttrium oxide materials on bulk and the fabrication and characterization
of Ti02 and Zr02 films grown by MOCVD.

The author then tried to offer the

material design of low thermal conductivity materials.

The purpose of this

study is the development of new materials and the modification of oxides for
applications, such as TBC and TE.

The systematic interests of the property

offer possibilities for applications of its properties in different branches of
new engineerIng.
In the chapter 2, thermophysical properties of alkaline earth
perovskite type oxides and alkaline earth and yttrium oxide materials on
bulk were systematically evaluated.

The results that were obtained in this

study are summarized bellow:
(1) The thermal conductivity is dependent on the relation of the tolerance
factor because the phonon conductivity is dependent on crystal symmetry.
There are obvious correlations between the tolerance factor and elastic
constants.

It is considered that the symmetry of a crystal is relevant to

inter ionic bonding states, therefore the tolerance factor has affected the
elasticity-characteristic of the material.
(2) The thermal conductivity of most perovskites with the exception of

SrRuOa decreases when temperature increases.

On the other hand, the

thermal conductivity of SrRuOa increases when temperature increases
and molybdates have very high thermal conductivity, which indicates
that the electronic contribution is predominant.

In molybdates, making

solid solution did not succeed in the decrease of the thermal conductivity.
The thermal conductivity of SrHfOa is 5.2 Wm'I K' at room t emperature,
and it reaches to 2.5-3.0 Wm'IKI in high temperature. The thermal
conductivity of SrY20 , decreases when temperature increases.

The

thermal conductivity of BaY20, was 3.9 Wm' lKl at 298 K, and decreased
when temperature increases.
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SrY204 at 300 and 1200 K are 7.6 and 3.4 Wm'lKl, respectively.

The

thermal conductivity at high temperature is slight higher than the
thermal conductivity of YSZ, around 2 Wm·lKl.

It is necessary to

decrease it more to apply it as a new substitute for thermal barrier
coating material, a replacement ofYSZ.
(3) The average linear thermal expansion coefficients are 1.13x10-5 K l for
SrHf0 3, 1.03x10- 5 Kl for SrRu03, 7.98x10- 6 Kl for SrMo03, and 1.09x10-5
Kl for SrY 2 0 4, 1.08x10- 5 Kl for BaY20 4 in the temperature range
between 300 K and 1100 K, and 7.97x10- 6 Kl for BaHf03 in the
temperature range between 300 K and 1500 K.

The value of the thermal

expansion of SrHf03 is slight higher than other perovskite type oxides.
SrY204 and BaY20 4 have a potential to be utilized as TBe materials
because they have high temperature stability and a large enough thermal
expansion coefficient.
(4) The melting temperature of SrHf03 (3200 K) is higher than that of other
perovskites, for example, the melting temp erature of SrTi03 is 2170 K,
and that of SrZr03 is 2883 K.

For the alkaline, Ba and Sr series

perovskite type oxides, the products of at and Tm show approximately the
same value (at x Tm= 0.02).

However the value of thermal expansion of

SrHf03 is slight higher than the other perovskites.

This particular base

of thermal expansion coefficient and melting temperature has a
possibility of practical use.
(5) The electrical resistivity of SrV03, SrRu03, and molybdates are
respectively of an order of magnitude of 10-4 and 10-6 Om.

The electrical

r esistivity of the perovskites shows positive temperature dependence,
indicating metallic behavior.

The Seebeck coefficient of SrRu03 and

SrMoOs is positive, showing that the majority of charge carriers are holes.
The Seebeck coefficient of SrVOs and BaMo03 is negative, showing that
the majority of charge carrier is electron.

The Seebeck coefficient values

of SrV03, SrRu03, SrMo03, and SrMo03 are r espectively around 10-40
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~LVK' ,

30-40 flVKI, 30

~LVKl,

4-9

~LVK1.

Making the solid solution of

molybdates rather lower than the value in molybdate.
The author then tried to offer t h e material design of low thermal
conductivity materials.

However, the innovative TBCs r equire the overall

performance, such as low thermal conductivity «2 Wm-1Kl), high thermal
expansion coefficient conductivity (>9xl0- 6 Kl), a stable phase, chemical
resistance, a low sintering rate, and high fracture toughness.

In the chapter 3, the relationship between the microstructure and the
thermal conductivity of the Ti02 and Zr0 2 films with different morphologies
grown by MOCVD was studied.

The results that were obtained in this

study are summarized bellow:
(1) Ti0 2 films were deposited in the deposition temperature of 873 K and the
pre-heated temperature of 433 K.

From the XRD measurement, it is

confirmed that the Ti02 films exhibit anatase structures highly oriented
to the (220) direction (70.3 degrees).

The dense t exture film s were

obtained in 150 Pa of the total pressure.

On the other hand, the

feather-like texture film s were obtained in 660 Pa of the total pressure.
The substrate-free TiO z film was also prepared by removing t h e NaCI
substrate in deionized water.
(2) Zr02 films were deposited in around a deposition temperature of 723 K
and a pre-heated t emperature of 353 K.

In the films depo sited in the

total pressure of 160 Pa, the numb er of grain boundaries increased when
increasing the deposition t emperature.
obtained in 160 Pa at 723 K.

The granule t exture was

On the other hand, the number of grain

boundaries decreased when increasing the deposition temperature in the
film deposited under the total pressure of 660 Pa.

The morphology of the

film s deposited in 660 P a at 673 K was a cauliflower-shaped texture.
(3) A quantitative analysis of the amount of oxygen and amount of carbon
impurities in the Ti0 2 and Zr0 2 films were performed using RBS and
NRA measurements.
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the samples.

However, the amounts of carbon impurities differed

slightly: the films deposited at 660 Pa contain high carbon impurities.
The amounts of oxygen and carbon impurities are closely related to the
deposition condition of the films.
(4) The

dense-textured TiOz films

exhibited

slightly lower thermal

conductivity than that of bulk Ti02; this was a result of the low relative
density of the Ti02 films.

The feather-like textured Ti02 films exhibited

extremely low thermal conductivity -- below 0.5 Wm-1Kl -- which is
probably due to the grain boundaries oriented perpendicular to the heat
flow direction.
(5) Both the granule texture Zr02 film and cauliflower-shaped texture Zr02
film showed low thermal conductivity, approximately 0.4 Wm-1Kl and 0.6
Wm'lKl at room temperature.
granule

texture

film

There are more grain boundaries in the

deposited

in

160

Pa

compared

cauliflower-shaped texture film deposited in 660 Pa.

with

the

Therefore the film

deposited in 160 Pa had lower thermal conductivity of in-plain direction
than the film deposited in 660 Pa.
The author has succeeded in realizing the thermal conductivity tuning in the
films by controlling the microstructure.

The results obtained in the present

study apply to both TBe and TE designs for the development of
high-performance materials.
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